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lantern

season

which

commence, will, from what

is now

about

to

we can learn, be a

very promising one. It is probable that there
will be a greater demand than hitherto for
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Ir is difficult to realise the brilliancy of a
twenty-five million of candle-power light.
The
illuminating power of the lighthouse at Cape
La Héve,

near

Havre,

is said to be

of

this

power ; and even this will be put quite in the
background when the new lighthouse at Penmarch is completed, for its light is to be of
forty-six million candle-power.
4E

Sone

duced

new

sets of slides are

by Messrs.

York

and

now being intro-

Son

which are

beautiful,
instructive, and amusing.
These
consist of sets of Chicago, Vienna, Ceylon,
Canary, and Madiera, &c., “and also some half-adozen sets of lite models.
The comic element

is also catered for in a variety of subjects.
Many lantern operators have doubtless found
it a somewhat difficult task to get their limes
freed from the loose lime which invariably
gets packed so tightly in the hole as to make
one question whether the hole had been bored
or not. When in conversation with Mr. F.
Brown we learned that it was his intention to
supply jets when desired with an arrow-headed

lime pin so that the lime may be merely held
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at the end of the pin and the knob of the lime
turner slightly twisted, when, by reason of its
action as a drill the hole in the lime will be at
once freed. We think that all pin-jets might
with advantage be made in this manner.
Mr. Waurer TYLER anticipates

*

with

our

next

drals, &c.

issue,

a

series

In fact the reader

will find several

hundreds of new subjects.

WE observe that a leading article, “ Transparency making for the lantern,” which appears

a brisk season,

and for several weeks past has been rearranging and adding to the shelving capacity
of his establishment in Waterloo-road.
He
will also bring out a number of novelties about
which we may have something to say later on.
COMMENCING

Among them will be found slides of Norway,
Italy, Malta, a complete set of English Cathe-

in The American
Journal of Photography,
for August is an exact copy of that which
appeared in THE Optvican Macic LANTERN
JourNa for April, 93.
We presume it was the
intention of our American confrére to acknow: ledge the source from which he obtained this

of i| interesting article, but that he overlooked

articles will be given by Mr. C. E. Rendle, on
‘“The Construction of the Bi-unial Lantern.’

| the

excitement

of the

it in
Convention.

Chicago

These articles will be of special interest to our
amateur

readers,

and

will be copiously

illus-

As will be seen in another part of this Journal,
Anderton’s lantern for producing stereoscopic
work under discussion.
Mr. Rendle has great
effects upon the screen, is now upon the market.
mechanical skill, and also possesses the ability
The necessary attachments can be obtained
of making his meaning clear when writing,
separately and applied to any bi-unial lantern.
consequently these articles will prove of great
We understand that the inventor has agreed to
interest.
exhibit the apparatus in action at the conversabd
, zione of the British Association at Nottingham
on the 14th inst.
One of the finest effect slides that we have seen
in connection with showing a tower illuminated
with the clectric light has just been brought
out by Messrs. W. R. Hill and Son, in connec- ; Six of Horner’s well-known ‘ Penny Stories
for tue People,” have been illustrated as lantern
tion with a slide of Liberty Statue, New York.
slides from life models, by Mr. Chatham Pexton.
The slide representing
the light is of a
Lach set has different individuals to serve as
mechanical nature, the movement of which is
models,
somewhat akin to that of a chromotrope.
The
trated from photos. of the various parts of the

light has thus a greater appearance of brilliancy
imparted to it by reason of the peculiar movement which is given to the rays which have a
very natural effect, quite eclipsing the ordinary
style of slide used to produce the illuminated
effect.

*

:

A QUEENSLAND correspondent whose lciter will
be found on another page states that the
lantern as a form of entertainment is looked |
down upon in the Colony, chiefly through the |
inferior quality or class of entertainment given |
by many of the travelliug lanternists of days
gone by. Here is an opportunity for those
with good apparatus, subjects and pictures, not
forgetting business qualifications, to bring about
a change in that part of the world.
On reference

to the new

catalogue

of G. W.

Wilson and Company, Limited, it will be found

that this firm have put upon the market this
season a great number of interesting sets.

us

*

A lantern possessing high efficiency and great
portability has just been introduced by Mr.
Lambert Matthews, particulars of which will
be found on our advertising pages.
The cut
herewith shown will give a good idea of the
general appearance of the lantern, but there
are many
important modifications
in the
arrangement and movement of parts of which
a full description can be obtained on application
to the patentee.
The apparatus when packed
occupies the small space of 11 by 6 by d inches.
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- ARCHER'S
LANTERN
THE
“IDEAL” LANTERN, asic’i tic manos
Enthusiastic Testimonials from Paul Lange, Esq., G. E. Thomp-

ili.

NOVELTIES.

son, Esq., Manchester Camera Club, and many others.
Will show
to perfection any distance, 8 feet to 80 feet from the screen. .

THE “IDEAL” DISSOLVER AND CARRIER FRAME.
most perfect ever invented

for Single

Lanterns.

Highly

‘The
praised

and ussd by the editor of this journal. Price 25s.
A Wonderfully Good Safety Jet. Price 16s.
The ‘ Photinus,” greatly improved, the most powerful Oil-Light
Lantern in the world. Price complete £4 4s.
New Set of Slides, “Slum Life in our Great

Cities,”

Price

direct photos.

Price 12s. per dozen. Reading 6d. post free.
New Drawing Master Slide or Sketcher. Price 35s.
New

Illustrated

Catalogue,

Many

or
Novelties,

Post

£8

15s.

Plainer
Free,

One

COMPLETE,

Finish

£7

Stamp,

ARCHER & SONS, Patentees and Manufacturers, 43 to 49, LORD ST., LIVERPOOL.
GENERAL

WANTS,

TO LANTERN

&c.

LIDES, all sorts, plain 4d., coloured 6d. each.
SenG for list; also Lantern sheet, &c., cheap.—H.,
60, Plymouth- -street, C.on M., Manchester.
HOTOGRRAPHIC
Lantern Slides.—List
of new
Subjects at 7/- dozen, now ready. A Tuarge Variety
McLertray,
of Stereoscopic Slides, 6/- dozen.—J. W.
Publisher, 36, St. Paul’s Road, Canonbury, London.
PRACTICALLY

-EDWARDS,

=

& CO.

JUST OUT.

THE INSTANTO-COMBINATION JET
(Patent applied for.)
No loose

E. H. KLOOT, 18, Aldgate Avenue, London, E.C,

{A..
for them on commission.

T.
;

£3 3s. ExUSWORTH'S Repeater Hand Camera.
change for good enlarging or magic lantern and
slides. —46, Stanmore-street, Barnsbnry, N.
OR SALE.—40 Ft. Oxygen Cylinder ; Beard’s regulator, blow through and oxycalcium jets, set of
gipsy's revenge, &c.—Rector, Bradford Peverell, Dor-

J.

DOGGETT;,

Manufacturer
of Optical Lanterns, &c.
4, Church Lane, Upper Street, LONDON, N.
All Accessories for the Lantern trade supplied.

2Lt
(77
.
load,
Walworth

chester,

XCHANGE 12 Ft. Lantern Screen and Portable
Frame for 9 Ft. ditto.—Rector, Bradford Peverell,
Dorchester.
IXTEEN Guinea Bicycle (nearly new), ball bearings
throughout and all accessories: exchange for hydrogen cylinders, Beard’s regulator, pressure guage,
biblical slides, and cash.—Rev. Washington Palmer,

Shaftesbury Place, Brighton.
TANTED, High Class Photographic Slides (coloured
views preferred), also effect slides; state maker,
\

cash price, and all particulars—L.

OF

Jewin Crescent, E.C.

Can be converted from Safety to Mixed Jet ‘astute,
parts. Kept by all dealers. List and particulars frec.

GARDINER, 7, Station “View, Bishop Auckland,
wishes to arrange with some firms to sell gases

M., 236, Normanton

Road, Derby.

ANTED,

BENNETT

Merchant Shippers, 26,

experienced lantern operator, who

;

SLIDE MAKERS.

‘ADDRESS :—

entering into an engagement with an Institution or
references.—‘‘ Capable,”’ c/o this
lecturer ; highest
Journal,

Shrewsbury.

Estd. 1848,

WANTED, PRICES AND PARTICULARS
LIFE MODEL SETS OF SLIDES.

has filled numerous
successful engagements at
most of the Halls throughout Great Britain is desirous of

W: ANTED, Tripod Lantern Stand “(brass preferred),
also bamboo screen stand.—Napicr, Stationer,

5s.

AL
Spuoy
yqy2048

BEFORE

YOU

BUY

STEEL CYLINDERS
(FOR

SEND

COMPRESSED

FOR

GASES),

OUR

LIST.

MounLantern Slides, Scotland—Lochs, i

tains, Cities, Islands, People. Plain or coloured;
good quality ; lectures, etc. —Srorey, Dentist, Faversham.
—Oxygen and Hydrogen Cylinders, ReguWe
lator and Guage. Must be cheap,— PICKERING,
Highcross Street, Leicester.

LEA

& SON,
RUNCORN.

iv.
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W. WATSON & SONS, 313, High Holborn, London,

MANUFACTURERS oF HIGHEST CLASS OPTICAL & SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS.
BI-UNIAL

THREE

AND

AND

TRIPLE

FOUR-WICK

LANTERNS,

;

OIL LANTERNS,

of Highest Quality and Efficiency.

SCREEN

STANDS.

& SONS

ESTABLISHED

313, HIGH

For taking Lantern Pictures.

251, SWANSTON

WER

BEST

HOLBORN,

EWS

RESULTS

Ask for Lantern List.

LONDON.

9, 10, 11, 16, 17, FULWOOD’S RENTS, LONDON.

1837,
THE

VIEWS,

| SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC CAMERAS
|

An Illustrated Catalogue sent free to any address on application.
W. WATSON

STOCK OF FINEST

Iustrating all parts of the World, 12’- per dozen.

{

LANTERN TRIPODS, GAS APPARATUS, SCREENS,
AND

AN IMMENSE

| PHOTOGRAPHIC

CAN

ONLY

ox
BE

ST., MELBOURNE,

AUSTRALIA.

WTGeEwn.

OBTAINED

WITH

BRIN’S

OXYGEN

INSIST UPON HAVING BRIN'S OXYGEN, AS INFERIOR OXYGEN 1S BEING SOLD BY OTHER MAKERS.
Test the quality of the oxygen supplied to you, or bring it to one of the Works of the Brin’s Oxygen
Companies,

where

it will be analysed

free of charge.

Brin’s

oxygen

is from

25 per cent to 35 per cent

purer

than

other kinds now being sold, and lasts twice as long.
To ensure good quality, good measure and safety from accidents, buy enly of the BRIN’S COMPANIES
and their accredited agents

A large Assortment of Cylinders, Gauges, Regulators, Inbaling Apparatus and Fittings kept in Stock.
PRICE

LISTS

AND

FULL

PARTICULARS

ON

APPLICATION.

ADDRESSES :—

LONDON: BRIN'’S OXYGEN COMPANY, LIMITED, 34, Victoria Street, Westminster, S.W.
MANCHESTER :THE MANCHESTER OXYGEN (BRIN’S PATENT) COMPANY, LTD., Great Marlborough Street, Manchester.
BIRMINGHAM; THE BIRMINGHAM OXYGEN COMPANY, LIMITED, Saltley Works, Birmingham,
Telegraphic Addresses :—“ Brin's Oxygen, London.”

)
¥

‘Oxygen, Manchester.”

“Baryta, Birmingham.”’

Acknowledged by Experts of Renown to be the Best
3 Lantern Plate yet placed upon the market.
"Khe

"CADETT” LANTERN
Warm
OF

CADETT
LONDON

|
Tones.
ATT

& NEALL,
DEPOT:—W.

WATSON

PLATE.
Blaek Tones.
DHADLERS.

ASHTEAD,
& SUNS,

313, HIGH

SURREY.
HOLBORN,

W.C.
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A Walking

Skeleton

Slide.

At the time we gave the description of the slide
of Cupid, we stated that we would next give
particulars of the above slide. This slide, like
the former, is the property of Mr. Hill, by whom

it was designed ; it was used at the Royal Polytechnic, and has never before been explained.
It is avery effective slide, but to see it in the

correct style, the Jantern requires to be slightly
drawn further from the screen at the time each
step is taken, this gives the effect of its advancing towards the audience.

123

pieces of glass as in Fig. 3, and cement to the
edges a couple of stout pieces of cardboard, at
the ends of which bore holes, B and C.

The legs having been sketched and the remaining parts of the glass obscured, the slide

is completed with the exception of a couple of
stops, which may be formed of a few thicknesses
of cardboard cemented on the circular glass
(Fig. 1), at A.A., after which

the two parts

of

Fig. 8 are secured by screws on the frame at
the places indicated.
When the lever D is slightly depressed, the
body portion of the figure will incline towards
the mght, and, in doing so, the stop A will
cause the glass of Fig. 3 to be depressed, making

Fig. 3.

Fig. 1.

Like

the previous sketch, this one

is also
drawn in exact proportions, so that there need
be little trouble experienced in making it. The

upper portion of a skeleton

having been drawn

as shown in Fig. 1, the glass beyond the figure
should be rendered opaque by varnish for the
purpose, leaving the lower portion of the glass
clear, so as to allow of the manipulation of the
legs. To the edge of this circular glass should
be fastened a lever, E, so that a slightly rocking
movement may be imparted to the glass when
this lever is moved.
After this has been fastened in the wooden
frame, a piece of glass of the relative size and
shape of Fig. 2 should be cut and rendered

the corresponding leg to increase in length,
which gives it the appearance of taking a step
forward. When the lever E is returned to its
normal position, the glass on which the leg is
sketched (being connected to D by an elastic
band) also goes back to its original position.
In this manner, by moving the lever up and
down, the body slightly oscillates, and each leg
in turn becomes elongated and then returns to
its previous position ; thus giving a very natural
appearance of walking forward.
:0:———

Sensational Guriosities in Optical
Projection.
Dunne the last session of the scientific societies
of this country, two demonstrations in optical
projection attracted
considerable
attention.
One of them was exhibited for the first time in
the history of the world at the Royal Institution,

and

has

not

been

seen

since,

for the

expense thereof is great.
Professor

opaque at the parts shown.
secured

in the frame with

This then is firmly
pins,

not touching the circular glass.

close to, but

Next cut two

Tyndall,

in times past, has some-

times at the Royal Institution, in the course of
experiments on the absorption and transmission
of heat, taken a beam of light from the electriclantern, passed it through a trough of water
with parallel glass sides, then brought it to a
focus by means of a lens of ice, and with the
concentrated rays thus passed through ice has
fired gunpowder and other substances.
During
the last session Professor Dewar performed a
still more remarkable experiment ; his lens for

condensing the rays was not of ice but of quid
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oxygen, so cold that when absolute alcohol is
dropped into the liquid it freezes, and the solid

drops rattle inside the liquid like marbles whenever the containing vessel is shaken. The plan
he adopted is represented in the accompanying

cut, in which

diagram A is the electric lantern,

me

werescT!

8
B

a double

high vacuum

glass vessel,

between

with

an

excessively

the two glass surfaces ;

the interior of the vessel D was filled with liquid
oxygen, which liquid has a blue colour; this
brought the rays to a focus at C, and in that
focus he set fire to brown paper.
Without the

vacuum between the two glass surfaces the
outside of the vessel would have been covered
with hoar frost from the condensed aqueous

vapour of the air of the theatre. An ordinary
vacuum, so-called, is useless for the- purpose.
The vacuum he employed was much higher than

that

used

in radiometers,

and

contained

no

perceptions, which is why Daguerre, when he
was exhibiting his diorama in Paris, produced all the-effects at the end of a short black
tunnel between the screen and the spectators.
When he represented the mountain sliding
down into the valley of Arth Goldau, the
illusion would have been far less had there been
a statue of Cupid, or any other adornment of a

theatrical building, close to the edge of the
screen.
The arrangement of Mr. Anderton seems to
be, perhaps, the best which has yet been presented to the public for exhibiting stereoscopic
effects on a large scale, and by pushing it one
step farther some highly sensational effects can
be produced.
Apparent motion, as in Mr. Muybridge’s effects, should be given to these great
stereoscopic spectacular demonstrations.
We
are not aware that this has ever been attempted

ona large scale, but it was done in rare instan-

ces Many years ago inside small hand stereoscopes, so that the principle is not altogether |
new in relation to stereoscopy. Let us take,
for instance, the scene with the prancing horses

of life size shown at the Royal Society ; had
those horses been seen going through all the
movements of prancing in front of the spectators, it is easy to see what an effect it would
have had on the imaginations of the observers.
To achieve the result just stated seems to
necessitate but the exercise of a little inventive
ingenuity, and going to some cxpense in the
first cost of apparatus.
Farther off in the
future, inventive skill may possibly present us
with real instead of virtual optical images in

trace of vapour of mercury.
The great kindness of Professor Dewar in
selecting brown paper for combustion will be
noticed. Lord Rayleigh once did the same thing
in the same place, by selecting burning brown
paper to mark the track of a beam of light.
He explained that when he was alone he used
tobacco smoke for the purpose, but as some in
the auditory might object to tobacco, he
the air, in connection with these demoibstrapublicly burnt brown paper instead.
tions, but that time is not yet, for practical
The other feat in optical projection which
attainment always follows slowly, and step by
attracted much attention was exhibited at one
step, upon the heels of scientific ideas.
of the conversaziones of the Royal Society at
The Crystal Palace Company has plenty of
Burlington House.
It was Mr. Anderton’s
space before and behind screens for the produc-method, already described in these: pages, of tion of new
and old feats in optical projection,
obtaining stereoscopic effect in optical projecnor does it object to public attractions involving
tion by means of polarised light and suitable
scarcely any expense but that of first cost.
appliances. A subsequent public criticisin sugWould it not be eminently to its interest to try
gested that some of the illusion of this was
to bring new feats in optical projection promi‘spoiled by the surroundings of the screen being
nently before the public, and to encourage all
those of an ordinary hall, which detracted from
inventors in the particular field now under
the suggestion of reality, and that the effect
notice ?
might be enhanced if the screen were seen
—
0:——
‘through a kind of dark tunnel. The inventor,
Striking Theatrical Lantern
by his utterances, seemed to think that this
point was directed against his invention in
Effects.
particular.
It was, however, merely a suggestion for the improvement of all kinds of Now that the position
of the lantern has so
spectacular optical projections.
Delicate little
greatly changed for the better as a powerful
points like this receive the attention of the
educational instrument, a desire probably exists
French, with their highly developed artistic
unong the members of the rising generation
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to see also what the lantern can do as a means
of amusement as described in the records of
the past, and how far those ancient means can

be improved to meet present-day requirements.
For instance, the phantasmagoria effects common
in the past are now rarely seen, and from lantern
pictures all the glory of artistic colouring has
now departed, for it would not “pay”’ a skilled
Italian or French artist to put his talent and
genius into slides to be sold at a shiilizg or
two each.
A revival in this matter would,
perhaps, be remuncrative, although in the first
instance it may have to gain its clients chiefly
among

for the

the

wealthy,

public

who

or among

have

those

to deal

caterers

with large

125

engravings shows how the effects are produced,
the other how they appear to the spectators in
front. Among the detached picces of Richard
Wagner’s works often given at Parisian concerts,

is the

‘Gallop

past of the Walkyries,”’

much beloved by musical amateurs; it is a
magnificent symphony, describing the superb
and warlike daughters of Wotan traversing

space.
To represent this well in a theatre
demands special art, for while the musician
excites

the

imagination

of

those

present,

it

would never do to spoil the impression by a
bad representation; it would be as bad as
spoiling delicate newspaper
engravings by
inferior machining.
At the same time it is not

|
i
:|

For instance, it might suit the
auditories.
Crystal Palace Company or Mr. Henry Irving
to see what can be done in the matter, as the
outlay will be chiefly but in first cost, and not
so much in the running of an entertainment
for several weeks or even months.
The French seem to have just seized some
such ideas, for La Nature describes in detail,
with engravings which we reproduce herewith,
some grand lantern effects displayed nightly at
the Opera Theatre at Paris.
One of the

easy to represent a number of ghostly amazons
traversing clouds on horseback.
At Brussels, where this work of Wagner was
represented some time ago, pasteboard pictures
were made to cross

ouszeftect.

the scene, and with a pite-

;

The directors of the Opera of Paris placed

the representation of this scene in much abler
hands, those of M. Lapissida, who shows us
living people traversing the clouds in the midst
of a tempest. The scene represents a savage
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site strewn with rocks, and clouds are driving
along the horizon. This effect is peoduced by
means already known

in the theatrical

world,

but not often employed ; the clouds are painted

on glass slides, and by the aid of an electrical
or limelight lantern are made to traverse the
scene.

Of course, in a world-renowed

theatre

like the Paris Opera, considering also its large

scaffolding is thirty metres long, the whole
width of the background.
Along this ‘“
practicable”’ high road glide wooden horses, drawn
by a cable attached to a heavy counterpoise,
and thereby made to move behind the scene
whenever desired. At each of such moments
a brilliant flash of light from an electric lantern
—with the beam of light parallel to the translucent screen hanging between thé
riders and the spectators—is made to
fall upon the spectral horsewomen,
who then are seen traversing the
clouds by the spectators in front;
they also seem to be riding in space.
The illusion is perfect.
This act

terminates

with

a

fire,

managed by the able designer Ruggieri.
Great flames course along the rocks
and

burst everywhere

from

the soil,

accompanied by thick smoke tinted a
lurid red by means of Bengal fire.
The flames are partly produced by
tufts of guncotton placed before hand
among the rocks, and lighted by
hidden assistants,

dimensions,

the

use

of an

electric

lantern

is

necessary ; in smaller establishments the limelight would do. This sailing past of the clouds
has to go on for half an hour, and that causes

a difficulty ;it would never do to push in different long slides, the separation between cach
producing a travelling black vertical line in the
heavens.
The method, therefore, adopted is to
use large discs of glass, 60 centimetres in diameter, mounted upon an axis; the clouds are
painted round the circumference, consequently

as the disc is slowly turned the clouds pass
continuously across
the background;
they
would go on for a year if necessary without
any solution of continuity; they seem to move
in a straight line because of the great diameter
of the disc. To cover the whole surface of the
background several such lanterns are arranged ;

they are hidden from the spectators by the foreground representing rocks. The background,
which the larger engraving shows in part, is of
tulle painted blue ; it is exceedingly transparent,

but this transparency is not utilised for the
lantern projections, the lanterns being in front.
Behind this translucent blue screen is absolute
darkness,

hiding an immense

scaffolding,

nine

metres high on one side, and six metres high on
the other—say nine yards and six yards high,

English measure,

which

is near enough ; the

and partly by men

furnished with long pipes of white
iron projecting lycopodium
powder
through holes made in the floor of the
stage. Every care is taken to guard
against accidents from fire.
——:0:——

A Few

Forms

of Saturators.

Since we last spoke of Saturators, we have had
several left at our office. We shall first give a
short description of three forms, which are the
invention

of Mr.

Timberlake,

the well-known

cycle manufacturer, of Maidenhead.

All these
forms give an excellent light, although it is the
opinion of this inventor that neither are so
perfect as to make him at present enter into
the matter

commercially.

Of the three we
look upon fig. 1 in
the most favourable
light, for as it goes

bodily into the lantern it is kept sufficiently warm to ensure a good light with
little trouble.
The

vil.
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base is divided into two compartments G and
H, which

are, however,

connected

at one
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to the peculiar shape of the ledges, the
saturating fluid will have a tendency to keep to
the sides at which point only the oxygen can

end

as shown.
These compartments, together with
tbe upright tubes C and D, are stuffed after the
usual manner of saturators; the jet is fastened
on the pin F, and the oxygen side of the burner
connected with the B end of the T piece, that
at A being connected to the gas supply, whilst
the tube EH is connected with the hydrogen or

pass from ledge to ledge.

Heat from a small
lamp is applied to the bottom of the apparatus,
the hot air circulating in the space DD.
The
tube
attachments are made in the
same manner as the
foregoing
_saturators,
viz., bottle to A, B to
oxygen side of jet, and
C tc hydrogen side.
The hot air finds an

saturated side of jet. The length of tubing
through which the oxygen passes, and during
which time it is being saturated, is thus about
two feet.
Fig. 2 is not unlike in principle to the form
of saturator introduced by the late Mr. Scott.

exit at F, above which

there is a small shield which protects the rubber tubing.
Mr. Timberlake
Fig. 3.
writes that as soon as
the cycling season is nearer completion he will
favour our readers with an account of his
saturator experiences, which range over a number of years; and will also give an account of
a number of other forms of saturators which
he has devised and used. This cannot fail to
be of interest.
We have recently tried a very neat and ornate
saturator, which

we believe

it is the intention

of the inventor to place upon the market
shortly. It (Fig. 4) looks not unlike a model

Fig. 2.

Like it, it has to be fastened or suspended at

the back of the lantern, and is kept warm by
means of a small oil lamp fastened to the casement which surrounds the upper portion, but
which is not shown in the cut, as it is merely
set on to act as a warm-air chamber.
Mr.
Timberlake has, however, made a modification
of this form which, like fig. 1, heats itself in the
lantern.
It will be sesn that the reservoir
which form the base is divided into two com-

partments, and stuffing is introduced into the
four tubes, and also the reservoir, so that the
gas will travel down D, then along the reservoir,

|

then up the tube H, thence across to F, down
which it goes and finally comes up the tube G.
The connection is made to the hydrogen side of
the jet at C, the oxygen side from B of the T
piece, whilst the tubing from the gas bottle is

secured to. A.
Another of the same class is shown at Fig. 3.
It consists of what may be termed two cans,
one

within

the

other.

In the

inner

saucer-shaped ledges E are secured
sides with packing between.
These
have a series of semi-circles cut
them after the style shown at G.

one,

at the
saucers
out of
Owing

Fig. 4.

of an engine. Itis only 53 inches high, 8 inches
long, and 4 inches wide. Jn the interiorof the
reservoir M there are two or more concentric
rings, each forming a separate passage for the
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gas which
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circulates as follows:

The

supply

upon atable at any convenient

distance behind

:
| the screen, according to the size that the pictures
at once in two directions.
After passing the | are required to be, we will suppose that a slider
with a view upon it is placed in the lanthorn.
screw-down tap C on the left, the oxygen goes
from the bottle is attached to A, and branches

by properly adjusting the focus, the view will
up the pipe I, and thence into the outside ring
appear clear and bright upon the screen, as is
of M, the tube lying along the upper part in the
Now by shifting the position of
form of a perforated ring. From these perfora- | well known.
the first lens the lanthorn is thrown out of
tions the gas passes through the saturated
focus, and consequently the view becomes
material in the respective chambers until the
obscure.
When at its greatest degree of obgas reaches the dome G, where it at the upper
scurity, a second slider is to be slipped in over
end enters a tube, a continuation of which is F,
the first, and the confusion is rendered therewhence it finds its way into the mixing chamfore more complete. When the second view is
ber H. The saturated gas will then burn like
in its place, withdraw
the first, and then
ordinary house gas at the nipple. By adjusting
the screw-down valve B a direct supply of gradually bring the lens up again to focus, when
the second view will show itself clearly, as the
oxygen is allowed to reach the jet, va J and EB.
former one did at first. This may be withThe saturator is charged at D.
The adjustdrawn, and a third substituted in the same
ments of the lime gear K are held at the desired
manner.
The above is only an approximation
position by the nut K, the lime being turned at L.
to the true dissolving views, for in altering the
At the time of our going to press we
focus you of necessity show some motion in the
were unable to ascertain (owing to the inventor
scenery, and this is to be avoided; and if the
having gone for his holidays) the name of the
common sliders are employed a dark line is
firm who are to introduce this apparatus, and
seen across the field of view when a slider is
also to get definite particulars regarding the
introduced or withdrawn, on account of the end
price, but we hope to have something more to
say about it after we have submitted it to a of the frame of the slider, so that all sliders for
this purpose, if used in common lanthorns,
few tests. We understand that the trade name
must be made without the end rail.
of this appayatus is to be the Gridiron Saturator.
‘We shall now proceed to show what will be
——:0:——
the effect of employing two lanthorns, for it is

Dissolving Views in the early Days.

Tur following account is reprinted from A/agazine of Science, March 2th, 1843.

“We have been so repeatedly asked for a
more particular description of dissolving views
that we are glad to have seen the whole ap-

paratus and to be thereby enabled to lay the
details of it before our readers.
‘Dissolving views were first shown in England
many years since by Mr. Child, at the Adelphi
Theatre, though it does not appear that they
were invented by him, but by a German named
Philipstall.
The principle upon which Mr.
Child played Lis lanthorns was very simple, and
it will be best explained by considering first

with

two,

or in moving

scenes

with

three

or

even four lanthorns that the true and best effect
is produced. In addition to the magic lanthorns
alluded to in the last experiments, let us place

beside it another lanthorn of equal power and
focus, and adjust both to the proper size of the
field of view on the screen. Now put asliderin
each, the co-mixture of the two will produce a
mass of obscurity and confusion ; and if you
stand behind the lanthorns and place your hand
cver the nozzle

of one

of them, the view from

the other will be clear and well defined.
Gradually withdraw your hand from before the
lanthorn, and place the other hand as gradually
before the nozzle

of the second, and

the view

how the views may be produced by the simple
magic lanthorn without other aid. As we fully
explained the nature of the magic lanthorn and

will evidently be altered. Mr. Child used to
have a little flap of tin inthe front of each
lanthorn, to shut off the light alternately from
one to the other. This is the whole art and

phantasmagoria

mystery

before, it will not be necessary

to enter at present into the consideration of
that instrument, but we will suppose that our

readers are acquainted with its structure and
the manner
of playing it upon ordinary
occasions.
‘A transparent screen being between the spectators and the operator ready to receive the images, and the lanthorn being lighted and fixed

of the

dissolving

views;

and at

the

Adelaide Gallery and Polytechnic Institution
the only reason the views are of a superior
character to those we may be able to produce
at home with our own common apparatus is
that the lanthorns and the sliders are of a large
size, glassed with the best glasses, so as to
avoid achromatic refraction, and illuminated

with the brilliant light produced

by the oxy-
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SLIDE PAINTING COLOURS,
SPECIALLY PREPARED for PAINTING MAGIC LANTERN SLIDES
In Collapsible Tubes and Glass Pots.
Boxes

fitted

with

Varnish

Pr

Colours,

5.-, 10/6, 15/-, and

30.- each.

Water
or
2'-, Si-, and 21’- each.
Just Published, ‘A Manual on Painting on Glass and How to
Use the Magic Lantern,’’ 1s. each.

Also Manufacturers of the New Chromo Printed Magic Lantern Slides
5s. per Set of 12 Slides, 3tin. Square.

100 Subjects,

_Price Lists Post Free.

J.

BARNARD
RETAIL,

19,

WHOLESALE

BERNERS

;

&

AND

SOW,

EXPORT.

STREET,

LONDON,

W.

Suiter’s Compressed Gas Regulator
Absolutely perfect, 15/=.

Suiter’s Safety Saturator & Jet,
Complete in one.
Nothing to explode, as oxygen does not come in
ccntact with the benzoline only at the jet

Saturator

combined

with jet complete.

35/-.
Agent for Great Britain

O D,

WO

H >

The ree Regulator 15/-

32, Newington Butts, Elephant & Castle, London,
Write for Circular,

Ready

S.E.

Trade Discouut.

Next

Month.

STEWARD'S

7

“Anti-Glare” Mechanical Lime Light Jet
:

(Barton’s

Patent),

Prevents any Light streaming into the eyes of the audience, and at the

same

time has

every

adjustment OUTSIDE-the Lantern including-serew down-valves and cut’off, So that’aftér once adjusting it
a bead only can be kept alight until lantern is required, and then a touch of the small lever brings the full
light on. Also adjustment for whole jet by rack and pinion to and from the Condenser, adjustment for turning
up lime with click stop, adjustment

for moving

clamp, and lateral adjustments with clamp.

lime to and from gas jet nipple; adjustment up and down

with

All done from outside and no light streams into the room.

OPTICAL

STEWARD’S
For Science

Teachers,

PROJECTION

Experimentalists, &c., as described

LANTERN

in the OpticaL LANTERN JOURNAL.

Photographic Apparatus, Lenses, &c.
OF

HIGHEST

ILLUSTRATED

J.

H.

QUALITY

AT

CATALOGUES,

STEWARD,

LOWEST

PRICES.

GRATIS,

POST

FREE.

Optician,

To the British and Foreign Governments, The Universities, Science Schools, &c., and the National Rifle
Association, by Appointment.

406, Strand, 467, West Strand, W.C., and 7, Gracechurch Street, London, E.C.
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LrHaEOBALD

&

THE

CoO
THE

“ KOH-I-NOR’

“RELIANCE”

JAPANNED

FULL-SIZE

LANTERN.

Improved pattern, with extra strong support to the front, improved
arrangements for working slides, brass sliding tube to front, rackwork adjustment, double combination portrait lenses with flash
“shutter, 4-inch plano-convex condensors, and 4-wick lamp, in travelling case complete.
Price £2 ros.
SUPERIOR Manooany-Bounp
Lanterns, Bi-unials and Triples, Send tor our newly illustrated
Lantern Catalogue for 1893-4.

a
Coloured

Full Size.

=

Price for Rackwork

3s. 6d.each.

Slides, complete,

40 subjects.

Superior Hand-painted

MAGIC
Coloured

100 Sets, 33 by 33 square.

Lithographic

Lantern

Twelve Slides to each set.

Over

Reading free

History of a Chicken;
ro. Adventures with Wild Beasts ; 11.
Settler's Life amongst the Indians; 12. Jack and the Beanstalk;
13. Comic Characters ; 14. Scenes from the New Testament : 15. The
Arctic Circle; 16. The Prodigal Son; 17, The Calculating Cobbler.
And 90 other scts.

Full Size Changing Comic Slipping Slides,
English Subjects in
English Frames.
Price ros. per dozen, single slide, 1s.
SpectaL

NoTte.—We wish it to be specially noted that the Lithographic
Slipping Slides are not the ordinary German subjects in metal
frames which so many people find fault with because there is

Sothing seauincly comic about them; but these are English subjects,
drawn by English artists, and mounted in the usual wooden
frames.
Fora long time the ordinary painted Slipping Slides have
not given satisfaction, because the price was cut so low that the
artists could not stop to put much work into them; but by our

we get, at even

a lower

Photographic

LANTERN
Slides.

with each set where needed. 4s. 3d. per set. Latest sets: 1. Western
Pioneers and Indian Warfare; 2. Life in the Soudan ; 3. How
Cissie saved her father (Temperance); 4. Discovery of America
by Columbus; 5. Beauty and the Beast: 6, The Village Blacksmith;
7. Paul and Virginia; 8. Pictures from the Old Testament; 9. The

process

This is ¢/:e Lantern for all persons requiring a thoroughly reliable
instrument at an exceedingly low price. The Lantern itself is of
Japanned tin, has a good 3-wick lamp having wicks 2 inches broad.
t-inch plano-convex
condensors, mounted in brass, and double.
icombination
portrait
front lenses, with rackwork
adjustnent,
Substantially made throughout with good lenses and good lamp,
iwill give an excellent picture ro feet diameter on the screcn.
Price complete, £1 8s. 63.; with sight hole to door, 2s. extra.

Lithographic "RackworkjSlides.

The Gelebrated

~

LANTERN.

price, subjects equal to those

Lever

Slides. Full Size. Price 4S. 40 subjects.

SLIDES.

Painted in the good old days, and far superior to hand-colcured
Slides at double the price. 100 Subjects.

Photographic Lantern Sildes. 3} by 33, either Plain Photographic

Price—Piain, 12s. per dozen ; coloured,
Slides or Hand-coloured.
18s. per dozen.
Hand-Painted Comic Slipping Sildes.
These Slides are entirely
painted by hand, and while naturally not so exquisitely finished or
exact in detail asa Photographic slide, are still beautifully clear
and transparent, and produced at an exceptionally cheap price.
Price 12s. per dozen, single slides 1s. 3d. each.
100 subjects.
Hand painted Photographic
Skipping Slides.
Imitation of
people skipping.
Price 2s, 6d. Five Varieties: Fairy Skipping,
Olown skipping, Policeman skipping, Fat Boy, Pantaloon and
Harlequin.
New
Skipping
Slides.
Double effect, there being two figures
holding the rope, as well as the figure skipping. Best Hand-coloured
Photographic designs, 4s. each.
Hand-Coloured Photographic
Slipping Slides.
Price 2s. each.
50 subjects.
.
Best Hand-Coloured
Photographic
Effect
‘Slides.
Highly
recommended.
Accurately registered, sold only by the set. 28.

each slide, splendidly coloured.

200 subjects.

Screens. Screen Stands, New Dissolvers, New Fets, Cylinders, Regulators, Limes, Lenses, and every
accessory connected with Lanterns.
Special Quality, Special Prices. Over a Million Subjects in Slide Pictures in
stock. Trade and Shippers supplied, Send for
Grand New Catalogue now ready.
Special Te yms to Clergymen and Charitable Institutions,

43,

FARRINGDON

R OAD,

LONDON,

E.C.
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ree gases thrown upon a cylinder of of adjustment by the thumb screws D and D.
ime
E E is the nose of each lanthorn, G is a fly of
‘The following is a description of the whole
tin which, being turned round, obscures and
apparatus used at the Polytechnic Institution,
shuts off the light of one lanthorn while it
where these views are exhibited in the greatest : displays that of the other. It is made to slide
beauty and perfection, the screen upon which
up and down by means of the nut F, and is put
they are shown presenting a surface of 648 nearer or farther from the lanthorn by the
square feet. And our readers will observe that
sliding piece:H.
while the views of Mr. Child were through a
“A peculiarity as to shutting off the light is
transparent screen from behind, at the Poly- here to be observed.
There should evidently
technic they are thrown upon a screen, the | always be upon the screen as much light as is
lanthorns being on the same side of the screen thrown by one lanthorn, and in shutting off the
as the audience ; not that it makes much differ- light the upper part of one lens should be displayed, while the upper part of the other lens is
obscured,

otherwise

in the last case, at each

change one part of the field of view would be
darker

than

the other, and if the dissolver or

fan did not exactly admit as much light as it
obscured, the field of view would fluctuate in its
brilliancy. Both these requirements are fully
accomplished by the fan here shown.
«The arms are, however, movable, because in

some cases it is required to use two lanthorns
at once,

aS

in several

of the moving

scenes,

where a boat, or a bird, a mill, etc., is seen to

be in motion. This is done, generally speaking,
by the second lanthorn, only a little of its light
being admitted ; thus if a boat sailing were to be
thrown

across

the

previous

view,

the

boat

would be painted on a slide and surrounded
‘ with black, so that no more light should be
: allowed to pass from the lanthorns than passes
, through the lines of the boat

itself, and this is

: too small in quantity to effect the general bril| liancy. In this manner Mr, Child produced
two beautiful moving scenes, Summer and
| Winter.
In the latter a snowstorm was seen
with great truth of delineation.
The wintry
view was cast from one of the lanthorns, the
snow was represented by making minute specks
of light upon a glass painted black. This was
drawn through a second lanthorn, not sideways
as upon ordinary occasions, but drawn upwards
from

ence in their brilliancy, but it was necessary to
explain this lest a discrepancy should be
observed in the following account compared to
what we have already stated :—Instead of two
distinct lanthorns, there is employed in this
Institution a single lanthorn with two nozzles
and sets of lenses, also two lights are placed
withinside.
‘Fig 1 shows the outward form of the whole.
A is the box,

BB the table on which it stands,

C the hole into which the sliders are placed, or
they may be inserted in a hole cut at K, there
being a double convex leus between C and K,
about opposite to the letter J. This is capable

the bottom,

and

as in all these experi-

ments the motion of objects is reversed, the
snow, represented by the light passing through
the white specks, appeared to fall.
‘* Fig. 2 shows the structure of the limelight,
and it will be seen to be exactly like that
already explained, when considering the oxyhydrogen microscope.
At A are two pipes
admitting the gases. In the receiver B they
are mixed, they then pass in a mixed state
through the blowpipe C., and, being ignited,
strike against the lime cylinder D, producing
the required light. HE is a key connected witha
wheel, which works in a pinion beneath the lime
cylinder, for the purpose of turning it round
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that a new surface may every now and then be

near

presented

they’re troublesome at times.’’ ‘‘I am sorry
to hear that,” Lreturned, ‘‘for my man’s coming
on from Greenock with some gas-bags and
baggage ; I hope nothing will happen to them.”’
“Don't fear, sir, your man’s up to his work,
and will be looked after; I saw you all a week

to the flame.

The

distance of the

lime cylinder from the’condensers or the lenses
which are nearest to them is about eight inches,
and in order that the slider may not be cracked,
or the painting pealed off by the heat, a plain
piece of glass is attached to the painted side of

a hundred

head

of

cattle

aboard,

and

the slider.
In Fig. 1, 11 shows the position of
the pipes which convey the gases.
“ The lime cylinder, which may be used for all
purposes of this kind, are about 14 inches long
and 3 inch in diameter, with a hole through

back further doon the water.” The words had
scarcely left his lips before Thompson, mad with
excitement, shouted at the top of his voice,
‘‘God’s! a general fight on board.” It was too

them.

it looked as though a score or so of bullocks
must fall over the side of the vessel. The boat

To make them, we may procure a piece

of chalk, marble

or limestone, and

proper shape and size.

cut it to a

Put several of these in

true, a wretched

panic had somehow occurred ;

was now close in, not more than forty yards from

in a fire for

the quay, when suddenly a huge bull—splendid

three or four hours. They should afterwards
be kept in stoppered bottles till wanted for use,
those of chalk are to be preferred.”

beast, he was—made a frantic rush and leaped

a crucible, and keep them

—

red hot

0

into view froin beneath, what

September

was by this time

troubled waters, Thompson yelled as I never
hope to hear man yell again, ‘‘ My God, its our

By Ab-AmIcos.

on a beautiful

Just

only a moment—he was hidden, and as he came

A Lanternist’s Diary.
Ir was

over the side into the water beneath.

then a frenzied. scream reached our ears, ‘A
man over; aman over.’’
For a moment—but

morning in

Bob,” and it was.
It would be absurd to say
I was not excited, but poor Thompson, I thought,

‘75 that Thompson,

Bob, and myself stood on

would

the departure

at Greenock—held a brief

shouted at him, Bob will be all right if you don’t

_ conference

as

quay

to whether

we

should

walk or

take steamer to Gourock—and it was decided
that Bob should wait and go on by boat with
the luggage, while Thompson and I did the
journey on ‘‘Shanks’s pony.” We afterwards
had cause to regret that this arrangement had

been adopted, as the following incident will show.
‘The distance to the ‘‘Clachan” named was
but four miles, if I remember rightly, just
sufficient to stretch the legs abit, whilst the blow

along the coast would clear the lungs and drive
out the cobwebs.
We got to Gourock quite an
hour before the boat was due, and spent the
time in watching the blasting operations that
were going on In a stone quarry close by.
Gourock Bay is such an one that you read of
in books, or descriptive writings. As near as
possible a true semi-circle, and which, on the
morning

referred

to,

was

studded

with

craft,

chiefly of the pleasure type. What would we
not have given for a ‘‘ Kodak,” or for the

frighten

Jose his reason.
him.’

Bob

‘Don’t

was

be a fool I-

like a duck

in the

water, and had no fear. For a few seconds he
turned towards the pier’s head, saw us, waved

his arm in recognition, laughed (as though,
Mark Tapley like, he were saying, ‘‘ Now, this
is what I call jolly’), turned over and made
straight for the shore. Boats had been put out
to look after both man and beast, and incredible
as it may seem, the bull was the first to land,

and was slaughtered in the street in the evening
of that day after many attempts had been made
to get him into a slaughter-house.
This is the
only time the writer can truthfully say he saw
a mad bull. Meanwhile Bob had safely landed,
and didn’t appear any the worse for his
ducking.
There is generally some good side to look
upon in accident or adventure, and I remember

at the time the above incident happened we
concluded that had it been winter instead of
the summer’s fall, our friend and comrade

must

matter of that any one of the perfect hand
cameras of present-day repute.
Standing on
the sea front we could just discern a thin cloud
ot smoke rounding the point to our right. By

have lost his life, for we had frequently seen
the sea wash over the quay, completely hiding
it froin view.

this we knew it was

whole day ; Gray had a long sleep.
“ Now, look here old chap,” said Gray, a day
or two before the 25th, ‘“‘you are giving a
lantern show to the youngsters at the ‘ Cringle

time to make for the pier,

"or quay as it is more generally called. ‘Boat
looks pretty full,’’ I remarked to an official as
we stood on that anything but handsome
structure.

‘Ab, she is full, sir, this morning,

London,

December

25th,

’78, black

Orphanage’ on Christmas night.

fog the

I am anxious
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Sea and
A beautiful
46 slides.

SLIDES,

Illustrated by Sun Pictures.

series of Photographs

| Tne

from Nature.

L/- each, plain.
Wonderful

The

Models.

Story

of

a

285 slides.

—

ON

HIRE

SLIDES

Pledge.

Life}

Life Models.

between
the
(Humorous.) 6 slides.

Dignity

and

E.C.

New Sets.

Half-Crown.

14 slides.
Many
a Slip

Lip.

In Pawn:

BLDGS.,

* LONDON,

LANTERN

Sand.

xi

Impudence.

Cup

and

(Humorous.

2

slides.

AT LOW

RATES,

SEND

J. LIZARS’

FOR

OUR

LIST.

SPECIALITIES,

List, 200 pages,
free.
LIZARS’ IMPROVED
IMPERIAL
LANTERN, body of Russian iron, all copper
rivetted, brass front, which moves forward by a quick acting screw to allow of any thickness of
slide or cheinical trough to be shown, draught regulator to chimney, improved 4 wick lamp, the
condenser is a best 4-in. one, the objective ts 64-in. focus, and is ot the best description.
Price,
in Russian Iron case, 75/-. There is no lantera better made, and there is nothing on the market
at 20/- more to compare to it for quality.

J.

4
z
SLIDES

NEW

slides.

Birth and Childhood of Jesus

do.

Oo

ChristonCalvary
Life of Moses

Do.
Life of Joseph
’ Lifeof David

..

oe
..
..

101&107,

do.

..

-.

20]

:.

..

..

201

st

oe
ot

ae
a

20
21

a

wi

-

os

;

401!

--

by

:

And
LIZARS,

JZ.

|

Life of St. Paul ..

Life of St. Peter

|}

Twa Dogs

ae

slides.

40

ae

“|

Be

+

tease

40

40

(Teniyson)

In the Children’s Hospital
The Northern Cobbler

17

do.
do,

+»

10
17
16

(Burs)

BLAIR’S
On

the

Optician,

STREET,

GLASGOW.

73, Victoria Street, Belfast.
Coloured, 2/- each,
plain,

|

| The

40

at

Life of Abraham, Isaac,and Jacob

40 | Defence of Lucknow

a

LIZARS,

BUCHANAN

1/- each.

;

! John Anderson my Joe

(Burns)

;

Slides.

4

There was alad was borninKyledo.
6
| Tam Glen
do.
6
| My Bonnie Mary ..
ae
do.
4
| Marmion
..
(Sir Walter Scot)
22
| Slides hired at 6d. per doz. per night, nothing
| butvery best quality kept, splendid selection.

Cameras,

EUROPEAN

_

MARKET.

The List in stock with the Importois range in size from 34 by 34 to 83 by 64, and are the

MOST

BEAUTIFUL

!

MOST

SIMPLE !

MOST

COMPLETE

For all classes of work, using either Glass Plates, Cut Films or Blairs’ Film in rolls...
;
THE
No.
3 HAWKEYE
CAMERA
.
;
(Sold in America as ‘‘The Columbus”), is the smallest non-folding Camera in’ the world which will carry one
hundred 5 by 4 exposures without re-loading. It sells, fitted with Blair R.R. Lens, for FIVE GUINEAS.
The Folding Kameret (Sold in America as “The 400 ”) has no equal in point of beauty of design and finish.

THE
Dealers

KK

These

Cameras

must

be

SEEN

to

be

furnished, on application, with Catalogues and Advertising Matter.

HORNTON-OICKARD
PATENT
ARE

appreciated.

EUROPEAN BLAIR CAMERA CO., LTD.,
Importers, 9, SOUTHAMPTON STREET, HOLBORN.
supplied at Liberal Discounts, and promptly
y-

\ aN

AG

SHUTTERS.

ean
SN

THE SIMPLEST.
ARE Tuk BEST.
HAVE BY FAR THE LARGEST SALE.
GIVE

THE

CATALOGUES

GREATEST

POST

‘

4
Focal

SATISFACTION.

FREE.

The Thornton-Pickard Manufacturing Company

ALTRINCHAM, NEAR MANCHESTER,

Time
’

7,

and inst.

Shutter.
‘yom

18/6.

Snap

Wi

Foy

Shot

ce

Shut-

Instantaneous

Pash.

serosa
jonie
26:. ruenonto-,

Plane

Pagan

ee7

Price

from

35/-.

Sel F00p ef &
Second,

!

CH
DISSOLVING

Optical

VIEW

ARTIS

Lanterns,

IMPORTANT

A

ANNOUNCEMENT.

OPTICAL LANTERN SLIDES
SEASON
By special arrangement

London

and

with the Publishers,

Dublin,

SIX

1893-4.
Messrs.

of their
known

W.

far-famed

B,

and

HORNER

&

wonderfully

SON,

popular

of

series,

as—

Horner's Penny Stories for the People
have been illustrated.

The following are the titles and subjects
:-—

1.
2.
3.
4.

‘NAN,’ A Temperance Story. By H. Fitzgerald.
“FLOSSIE’S LITTLE SHOES,” A Temperance Story. By M.E.L.
©
“FATHER, COME HOME!” A Temperance Story.
By Fannie Eden.
“WOPS, THE WAIF.”
By Sydney Watson.
A Story illustrating London Arab Life.
» 5. ‘ PLAYED OUT,” A Gambling Story.
By Sydney Watson.
6. ‘LEFT ALONE; OR THE ORPHANS
OF PINEWOOD COTTAGE,”
A Touching Story. By Fannie Eden.

gg

ALI

FROM

LIFH

MODELS.

One of the leading features of these Series is that

Every Set has different
thus avoiding all similarity in the Sets.

people to illustrate the characters,
This is a great ,advance on

many .of the published

Life Model Slides.

Each

Set

has

CHATHAM
W: B. HORNER&

a specially

PEXTON,

prepared

lecture.

Dissolving ‘View Artist, 150, Holborn,

SON, 27, Paternoster Sq.,& 10, D’Olier St., Dublin.

MANUFACTURER,

T AND

& Slides.

\pparatus

NEW LECTURE SETS— Slides.
60
Chicago Exhibition
Days with Sir Roger de

44

..
..

80
10

Effects of Gambling ..
or
A Man Hunt

24

Ants and their ways ..

20

.-

..

ie

..

coin, much

care

Teneriffe, &e.

50:

6

the well-known
connection

Cobler's Order Book..
&e., &C., &e.

3

20

11

at all Prices,

Variety

in Great

OUTEITS.

LANTERN
AND PAINTED

NEW

OF

HUNDREDS

SEASON.

THE

FOR

NOVELTIES

From
“ Dissotvinc

Lanterns

&.

SONG,

FROM NEGATIVES

SLIDES PRODUCED

Mottoes,

..

10

Second-hand Apparatus and Slides for Sale, great bargains.

LATEST

COMPLETE
SERVICE

14
30

Triple

100,000 SLIDES in stock to select from.

OF

: |
20

&e.

Curtains,

..

..

Who
killed Tom Roper ? 12
‘
.
Tiplers’ A. B. C.
6
For the Master’s
Sake4538
Fiend
The Drink
9
i
..
Clever Trick

50!

TommyandthePudding

2s

..

Rather Warm...

50|

oud Soest
Ropeand Twine Making
Much

Little Mary

50 |

Citiesof NorthItaly ..

8

&e., &e., &e.

40 | TEMPERANCE—
..
Auction
50

..
..

..
to Greece

Athens andthe Pireus

THE

26

Jack the Conqueror ..

London

ALL

..

12

Moorish Life

and

in Paradise

42

Viear of Wakefield
They didn’t think

Bi-Unial,

X’mas

+6

<

Coverley

Savage Life in Africa

Single,

,LIFE MODELS—
SS
Cuienniea
47
Condenined to he Shot:

SETS.

COMIC

IN THREE DIFFERENT STYLES IF DESIRED,

Lists free,

the ELOCUTIONIST—

ViEws.—Among enterprising artists who ceaselessly endeavour to provide requisites for entertainment and instruction, is

Pexton, ot Gray’s Inn Road.

Mr. Chatham

with such delightful

recreation.

Mr. Pexton

This gentleman

is always

prepared

is open

to provide everything efficiently and cheaply in

to give advice to intending purchasers, and it is a question if

patrons will anywhere find the same benefits as Mr. Peston can offer, his long and studious experience, his love of the art, his practical
:
methods and moderate’prices being pre-eminently deserving of attention.”

CHATHAM

PEXTON

is the oldest

Practical Worker

in the Trade.

Wholesale,

Retail, Export.

Shipping Orders receive immediate attention, and are Shipped within Seven days of receipt.
ADDITIONAL

SHOW-ROOMS

:

FIRST FLOOR, GARFIELD BUILDINGS, 150, HOLBORN, E.C,
Entrance,

first

door

on

the

wright

in

Gray’s

Inn

Road.

xiv.
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DEAR

SMITH,
So you are going in for a new Lantern. Well, I think it’s time you did; what’s the use
lugging that Biunial about when you can do all that’s required with a single Lantern and a
Chadwick's Eclipse Carrier?
By all means go in for either a Chadwick’s ‘‘ Perfect’ or his “‘ No. 2"
Lantern, they are both constructed on the same lines, and provided with the same optical system
and jet adjustments ; the only difference is, the ‘“ Perfect’ has a mahogany body, and handsomely
“got up, whilst the ‘“‘No. 2” has a metal body with walnut base and sliding front extending to about
14 inches. The Condensers are 4+ in. triple combination in patent telescoping.mounts, with interchangeable lenses to suit the focus of the objective in use, and these give from 80 to 50 per cent. more
light than any double condenser, besides reducing the spherical aberration to the minimum—see
Chadwick's Pamphlet on Lantern Condensers—The objectives are the very best I have ever seen.
Double-combination achromatic of any focus from 4-in. to 14-in., interchangeable in a delightfully
convenient raised mount, the lantern front can be extended to suit the longest focus lens, and is as
steady as a rock; the space between condenser and objective can be closed when showing ordinary
slides, or open in an instant for scientific projections, the vertical attachment, &c., &c., and the jet
stage and jet adjustments by mechanical motions are most perfect; no beastly tin stage and clumsy
binding screws to bother with. Of course, if you like to use oil, any of the Standard lamps, or a
Lawson Saturator may be used in the ‘‘No.2” Lantern.
You see one great advantage in one of
Chadwick's Lanterns is that they are constructed on sound, scientific principles from the start, every

little detail considered, and if you wish to.add either the vertical attachment or any scientific accessories
hereafter, you have nothing to undo or cast aside. If you can spare the time, let me advise you to go

aud see Chadwick; you will find him a very nice fellow and a practical man; ask him to show you

the Leach Lantern Microscope and Polariscope combined, the most perfect and complete instrument
ever made, I am sure, and not only for projecting but for photo-micrography it is delightful ; ask him
to show you some of his own photo-micrographs, and see the new legs for his lantern box, and the
little transparent screen for where you use the oil light ; and, as he usually keeps a Lantern on tap at
this time of the year he may show you the Kaleidoscope and a lot of scientific slides by the Lantern.
Of course, if you can’t go, write to him for his catalogues and pamphlets; you know his address is
2, St. Mary’s Street Manchester.
He is pretty liberal with printed matter, but, for goodness sake!
don't fail to see his new “ Scotts”? Film Dark-Shdes, for any sized camera.
Let me know how you get on, and write soon.—Yours truly,
T. BROWN.
P.S.—Get a shilling bottle of his Special Transparency Developer, and tell him to send me another bottle.

“ALLENDALE” LANTERN.
cs

(PROV,

PATENT.)
Can be used on an ordinary Camera Stand.
An entire novel and new style of. Lantern.
No loose parts whatever.
Fitted with double Lantern Carrier and
novel form of Dissolver, also special new
pattern powerful Jet. The

STAR LIMELICHT JET
700

Candle

Power.

THE FLYING CARRIER
The most rapid and smallest in the trade.

“LEVIATHAN,” LONDON.

Telegraphic

Address:

Wholesale Only.
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to be posted up in the work, and as this is a
good opportunity, I propose you come up to my
chambers in Great James Street on Christmas

h
Eve and stay two or three days.
ae:
Ween
a good rehearsal, can each go to our
respective
family circles for the beef and pudding part,
and meet again at night.”
So I agreed to his request. Had a good time

Oxygen

Compressing

at

Home.

By J. Rumssy (Sydney).
|!
an article
In this journal for last : January,
oe
k
appeared on the above subject, giving particulars

might be compressed to a
. whereby oxygen
certain extent without employing apparatus of

an elaborate or expensive kind. With the aid
of the drawing given on page two, the process
of it at his comfortable diggings on the 24th,
appeared very simple, but the question that was
and as ke was to act as. operator at the lantern
| likely to at once occur is, is it a perfectly safe,
on the next night, put him through his facings
as best

I could.

As we

rose to retire

night we notice the room

for the

a vapour; and discovered on approaching the
window that a dense black fog had arisen.
We
shivered simultaneously, and concluded that
just another pipe and a night-cap of toddy was

the best preventative against swallowing fog.
Christmas

inorning,

process?

It is now over two years siuce I pro-

appeared filled with : posed to certain persons in this part of the

8 o'clock;

the

maid

world a similar process, but was

deterred

from

carrying it into effect on the advice of several
scientific friends, who after carefully going into
the particulars pronounced it unsafe.
The
principal part in which there was any chance of
danger, was tbe chance (slight it is true) of
water

being blown

back

into the retort;

for,

apprized us that ‘‘ breakfast was a-waiting.”’
; although there was a perfect check against any
Gray said he did “not feel like getting up,”
water being forced into the cylinder, there was
so if I would excuse him he would have a lay
none whatever to prevent the water being, by
in, as his people did not expect him until

2 o'clock. It was arranged to meet again in
the evening at half-past six at the ‘‘Cringle
Orphanage.”

any means, sucked back into the retort. Not,
perhaps, that there was any great chance of
this, but should

it occur, the effects would

be

The evening came, so did half-past six, but no ; most disastrous.
In subsequent experiments, I decided to
Gray. ‘He'll come in presently,’ I said to
dispense with the washing bottle altogether,
myself, “all in a bustle;” but he didn't.
and substitute a cooler instead. This cooler
« Another five minutes and.I must begin, for
takes the form of a worm, through which the
it’s against my rule to keep the people waiting.”
gas passes, and which is immersed in water,
Up went the roller curtain, still no Gray. The
the water being continually changed so as to
orphan children screamed with delight at the
ensure it being cool.
pictures. till they were hoarse ; still no Gray.
This arrangement will be seen in the accomThe curtain fell on the last scene, the show was
panying sketch. The gas, it will be seen, does
over; but he camenot.
I naturally concluded
his friends had persuaded him to reviain with
them, and, as he knew his presence was not
imperative at Cringle, had consented.
It was 12 o’clock when I reached Great
James Street.
‘Mr. Gray upstairs, Ann?”
this to the maid as she let mein.
‘I think he
is, sir; I am not quite sure, will you go up.”
I entered the drawing-room; all was dark;
lighted the gas, opened the bedroom door, and
called, “ Will! Will! are you there?” ‘ Halloo!”’
not come in contact with the water at
I heard the bedclotkes being thrown about, and
all, but is merely cooled by being
in less time than it takes to write it, Gray
appeared at the door in his dressing-gown.
passed through the worm. The various
parts of the sketch are as follows :—
“What the devil’s the matter! what’s the
time?” he said, yawning all the while he spoke.
A., retort.
B., union, fitted with a
“Past twelve,’ I replied.
piece of wire gauze. c., cooler.
p., air tap.
It was sometime before I could make him
E., valve. F., cylinder. G., gauge. H., safety
understand that it was 12 o’clock at night, and
valve, loaded to eighty pounds.
not mid-day.
He had not been up, or out, or
The solution in any cooler or washer is
anywhere; had awakened two or three times | for the purpose of taking away the chlorine, and
he said, and finding daylight had not arrived,
it does do so.
On the other hand, the quantity
still went on with his sleep.
; of chlorine is so very slight that it will have no
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action on the metal of the cylinder, unless left

ways by omnibus or rail, and any photographer
having an hour or two at his disposal, may find
plenty of subjects on which he can exercise his
use within reasonable time, and no injurious
ability, either for ordinary landscape, stereoeffects will be found, as would be the case if a
scope, or snap shutter work.
gas bag were employed.
The cylinders I use |
It is, perhaps, impossible to truthfully say
hold about a foot and a half at normal pressure,
that any one part of the Thames near London
so that when they are charged up io eighty
is very much superior to any other for photopounds there is quite sufficient for one lecture.
graphic purposes. It all depends on the kind of
Should any reader be of the opinion that the
picture that is required. The photographer is.
chlorine in the gas will have any injurious
however, an airy individual, a lover of sunshine
effect upon the metal of the cylinder, let him
and flowery meads, and if he can get away for
first ascertain the amount that is contained in
an outing, prefers the purer air of the country
such a quantity, and he will probably be
to the thick and smoky atmosphere of the docks
surprised to find out that it is only a mere trace,
and pool. Taking this predelection for granted,
quite incapable of doing any harm to metal if | we will start from the ancient and well-known
left incontact with it for a short time only.
“village” of Putney, and see what we can find
for a very long time.
When
charging a
cylinder by this method, the gas is intended for

—:0:

to

—_—

Subjects for Lantern Slides by the
River.
By PERIPATETIC.
“PerHAps no views have a morc telling effect in
a Metropolitan lantern show than those taken
by the River Thames, especially of those portions
made so well known to Londoners by the
frequent trips from London Bridge to Hampton
Court, or the still better known, from Putney to

Mortlake and Kew.
The acquaintance the majority of Londoners
have with the !hames is chiefly as passengers
by the

crowded

steamers, or to witness

some

athletic contest, as the Oxford and Cambridge
Boat

Race, swimming

matches, and

such like,

not one in a thousand giving a thought to the
river banks and surrounding country, beautiful
as they are, for their own sakes ; they are simply
looked on as a suitable and pleasant place for
athleticism—may be, a nice way of going to a
picnic to Hampton

Court

or

Richmond

Park,

and that’s all. The Thames from one end to
the other abounds with pretty bits suitable for

the camera and lantern slides. Itis positively
at one’s own doors, and continually inviting us
to make pictures of it before we go further
afield; but, as the copy-books have it, ‘“‘ Fami-

liarity breeds contempt.”

I will not go quite

so far as this, but, undoubtedly, familiarity
induces neglect, or we should have more pretty

pictures of Thames scenery near London than
we have. Richmond and Kew have always had
a fair share of admirers, and numbers of camera

men

may be seen any fine day hard at work in

these places; but the part of tbe Thames to
which I will call special attention is not so far
away as either Richmond or Kew, and may be

reached in a score of different and convenient

make

pictures

of between

it and

Barnes,

walking by the riverside. There are few of us
that have not been disappointed on arriving at
some places highly eulogised by another person
as suitable for photography on finding them very
different to what we. expected.
Hither that

person had no artistic instinct, or we fail to
grasp the situation from the same point of view
as he did, for the power to analyse a subject
differs greatly with different individuals, and it
is absolutely necessary that the photographer
should be able to see in his mind’s eye the picture as it will appear on his negative, print, or
lantern slide.

Unless

he can

do this, there is

- but little hope of his making a successful picture, unless by a fluke. But when the negative
is taken and printed, the beauty or otherwise of
the subject is at once seen and appreciated at
its true value by those who beforehand could see
nothing in the view itself.
This ability to see pictures is, perhaps, a
natural gift, but one that can also be perfected
to a certain degree by cultivation. However,
those possessing a natural artistic perception
are very much in advance of others who do not,
and always succeed best in making artistic and
pleasing photographs.
There is scarcely a yard of riverside but that
under some conditions or other of light would
make a good picture. There is, of course, no
disputing but that accidents may provide sur| roundings better at one time than another as
aids to picturesque effect in an otherwise uninteresting view. Now, with regard to the Thames
i side, these accidents of composition are frequently happening, and a little patience and
selection will generally supply the necessary
material

for picture-making.

Therefore, if the

weather is suitable, the photographer may go
with a light heart, knowing his trip will not be
' altogether in vain. When fortune is not propi-
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SLIDE
Artistic,

accurate

Lantern

DESIGNS.
Drawings

made

for

Slides to I/lustrate ALL

producing

XV.

To Magic Lantern, Optical Dealers, and others
Photo

subjects.

F, F. WEEKS, 21, Thorpe Road, Forest Gate, E. fst¢:
SLIDE
From

Colouring
T.

MAKING

SS

Negatives, Photos, Engravings, &c,,

T:

in an Artistic and Effective

WING,

CHATTERIS,

a

Manner.

W

CAMBS.

COMPRESSED OXYGEN, HYDROGEN, &c.
BUSNGmYs

114,

brincess

S & C0
by
Optical.

and re-polished equal to new.
Any
worked or quoted
to. =
Odd work of every description
Bestsample
Workmanshi
7
4
.
Pp.
Quickest Despatch. Lowest Possible P
:

All kinds of Se
oines ant other Geen made tor the trade.

COMPANY, | Speedwell Works, Warstone Parade, Birmingham.
a
sae

St., Manchester.

SANDS,
HUNTER & Oo,

LAWSON PATENT SATURATOR AND

Photographic Apparatus and Lanterns,

LIMELIGHT.

NEW AND SECOND HAND, BY ALL THE BEST MAKERS.
Lanterns and Operator let out for evening enter- '
tainments for children &c.

Dir

‘i
irect frfrom Patentee. is Price
50/ -W. LAWSON

Terms Moderate. * ;

20, Cranbourne St-, Leicester Square, London, W.c.

—

WholesaleManufacturers

"y of every description of
Photographic and General Brasswork.

Mahoy:
d other
L;
i
lied
1
complete,
ready
for use.Limelight
JetsageApparatus »Speciten
Old and tarnished lanternscleaned up
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GAS GaMpoe=cion

DAW

Baers
Magic Lantern,

In Steel Cylinders with IMPROVED
VALVES,
E
t to
y
d close,
cl
.
ible
toto t turn on gas
asy
open
an
1mpossibie

THE

A

P

| Newton-le-Willows,

SPRPECIEIZAL.

‘

.

Lancashire.

—

Grand Optical Lanterns, 4in. Compound Condensers, and 3-wick Lamps, 23s. 6d., or with 4-wick Lamps, 25s.
Splendidly Coloured, 3}in.
x 3}in. Slides, in Sets of 12, price-3s. per Set, or 4 Sets for lls. Full Size Changing
Comic Shpping Slides, in Mahogany Frames, 7d. each, or 6s. 6d. doz. Lever Action Slides from 1s. 6d. each.
Rackwork (including Chromatropes), 2s. 6d. each. Best Quality Double Motion Chromatropes, 4s. 3d.; Extra
Designs, 9d., 1s., 2s., 3s. per pair.
Reading Lamps with Flash Shutter, Shewing Red Light Signal, 2s. 6d.
The

ROBERT

New

‘Lightning’?

Double

Carrier

Frame,

ls. 3d.

New

Catalogue

Gratis

and Post

Free.

H. CLARK, Wholesale Optician, Royston, Herts.

G.W. WILSON & Co.,LTD,
Will be glad to send post free on receipt of address, their Lantern
Slide Catalogue.

THE

NEW SETS JUST ISSUED,

or in active preparation, comprise amongst others :—
THE THELEMARKEN ROUTE,NORWAY | THE CATHEDRALS OF ENGLAND

THROUGH THE BERNESE OBERLAND
THE
THE

CITIES OF SUNNY
ITALIAN LAKES

GENOA

AND

PISA

TO

ITALY

MADEIRA
MALTA

AND

SICILY
MARY,

QUEEN

ian
ae eas

FLOWER STUDIES
WILD ANIMALS FROM

OF SCOTS
AND MANY HUNDRED

NEW

GLIMPSES

LIFE

AND THE CANARY
OF

OLD

ISLANDS

ROME

ILLUSTRATIONS TO BURNS’
HISTORICAL PORTRAITS
MISCELLANEOUS SUBJECTS.

POEMS

9, ST., SWITHIN STREET, ABERDEEN, SCOTLAND.
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THE MALDEN
TRIPLE.
f CRAND RESULTS UNEQUALLED
Send for Mr. HUGHES’ Grandly Illustrated Catalogue, over
350 pages, over 180 Fine Wood Blocks, 1s., postage
5d.
small ‘ditto, 6d., postage 2d., giving
useful ‘and valuable
information: also prices of every
escription of Lantern
Apparatus, Slides, &c.
Cheapest ana Best.
Over 17 Patents.

Perfection in every Direction.
In

proof

constructed

of
a

this,.Mr.

most

HUGHES

roignilicent

B.J. Matpex, Esq.

has

‘lriple

the Docwra

for

Triple

also gained
the
only Prize Medal
and
Highest Award, and used nightly at thé
Royal
Polytechnic
Institution;
also
by
Cotix
Docwra,
Esq., Dr.
H. Grattan
Guinness,
Captain
Setwyn,
M.P..
Joan
Docwra,

.

&e.
tives
Rev.

Esq.,

Madame

ADELINA

Patt,

His High-Class Lanterns and Objecsupplicd to. Capt. C. ReEaDE and the
Frank WHITE, W. Lan? CaRrenver,

Esq., the ‘Misses

Leircn;

therefore

go

direct and have
a first-class instrument,
and not
the Commercial.
‘eachers’ Aid
Science
Lantern
for
all_
purposes,
Oxy-

hydrozen Microscopes, kc. Patent Presto
Carrier.
Lecture
larging
perfect

60,000
Sets.

Slides from 6d. each;
The Patent Bijou’

300
En-

Lantern, with
Rectangular
Conresults
scientifically
considered—

Special, 41 by 32, £7

10s,

Larger Sizes.

el aed

PRACTICAL

INSTRUCTIONS.

BIUNIAL,
Handsome
Mahogany,
Elegant
Brass
Fronts,
Best
Front Lenses,

&7

15s.

Od.

The New Patent

Portable Bi-unial Lantern,
FOR

TRAVELLING

The front folds over, which is covered
by the body, itself thus forming a
case both unique and portable.

PATENT

DOUBLE

PLUG

"STAR DISSOLVING TAPS.
NO
MORE
A GREAT
PERFECTLY

Double

1 12s.; Single €1 10s.
Tue

SIMPLEX
A

perfect

EXPLOSIONS!
INNOVATION!
CONSTRUCTED.

New

Patent

DISSOLVING

Shut-off

Jet,

for

either

JET,
Single,

Double or Triple Lanterns, acting the same
way as the Four-way Dissolving Taps,

LANTERN SLIDES—50 Coloured Slides
loaned for 8s. in Special Grooved Boxes.

W. G. HUGHES, BREWSTER HOUSE, MORTIMER RD, KINGSLAND, N.
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tious, and these accidental accessions seem to be
few and far between, a little searching about
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Hammersmith Railway Station, and
‘busses to all parts of the Metropolis.

other

will generally discover some flotsuin or jetsom
——:9:———
that may assist in the composition.
If the photographer cannot mentally realise
Oils and Lamps for the
his picture, it is simply useless attempting to do
Lantern.—No. IV.
anything in the way of arrangement to better it.
By W. H. Harrison.
Natural arrangements are almost always better
than artificial ones, however skilfully they may
Tue smell of those varieties of petroleum with
be managed, and nothing is more prejudicial to
which the public are best acquainted, is not
artistic effect than that set, out-of-place sort of
attractive, yet some parts of the world yield
look that is frequently seen in made up forepetroleums described as possessing a pleasant
grounds, Ars est celare artem should be our rule.
odour; such varieties have reached this counAfter indulging in this little prelude, let us
try from Burmah, India, Russia, Hanover, and
consider ourselves at Putney Bridge on the
from Italy. Should any of these be obtainable
riverside path directing our steps westward.
A
in the market, the facts suggest another way
view of the bridge with the old church is worth
of getting rid of the unpleasant smell sometimes
a plate. As to groups,
boating
parties ; and that i attendant even upon the skilled use of mineral
’
L
sort of thing, there is considerable variety ; but ' oils in the Jantern. That from Italy comes from
as they are of no special interest, we wait until

one of the steamers or tug-boats in tow of barges
gives rather

more

interest to the scene;

then,

with a quick shutter, we may secure some pretty
effects.

As we advance westward, we shall find

a number of bits that are admirably adapted for
lantern slides or stereoscope work. At Hammersmith Bridge there are several very attractive
pictures to be made, with

background.

Good

views

the old church in the

may

be had

from

Montecino,

Piacenza,

near

Milan,

from

dug

wells, some of thera as much as 240 feet deep ;
it has scarcely any colour.
Among the conditions of contract which those
who supply Trinity House with oils for burning
in lighthouses have to comply are the following:—The mineral oil must be perfectly free
from sulphuric acid; its flashing point is to be
determined by means of the apparatus described
in the Petroleum Act; if the oil be petroleum,
its flashing point is to be not lower than

either end of the bridge, each of a distinct
character.
We now leave the south side of the » 125° I*., and it is to distil between 302° and
water and yo round to the other, passing by
572° F., the temperature of the vapour, and
Biffin’s Boathouse and over the Creek Bridge
not that of the liquid, being taken.
If the oil

into the Mall.

Several pretty pictures may be

had here, quaint and interesting.

Chiswick Eyot.
generally barges
&c., which form
binations.
Then
Chiswick

On we go to

At the landing-place there are
with sails unloading into carts,
exceedingly picturesque comwe come to the Ferry below

Church,

by Thornycroft’s, where

we

cross the river again to the south side and
on to Barnes. Just before reaching Barnes, if
we are fortunate in finding a vessel moored to
the posts at the beginniag of the riverside walk,
we are decidedly in luck if it happens to be a
picturesque vessel and low tide, as the surroundingsroake an exceedingly pretty picture. Leaving
the river, we turn to the left, through the village
of Barnes, skirting the common and fronds,
which will also provide a few pictures, and pass
on to the old church—a building exceedingly

picturesque, with a tower and sundial, which, I
believe, dates from

the eleventh

century,

and

offers an exceedingly attractive subject for the
photographer.
This we may consider the last
subject worth taking, if we do not include an

be paraffin, its specific gravity is to be not less
than 0°810 nor greater than 0°820 at 60° F. ; its

flashing point is not to be lower than

140° F.,

and it is to distil between 302° and 572° F.; the

' temperature of the vapour, not that of the
' liquid, being taken. The illuminating power of
the oil supplied, whether petroleum or paraffin,
is to be equal to that of the best colza oil, when
consumed in a Trinity House Argand lamp.
Turning now to the subject of lamps, these
' are safer when they have no filling hole but
that into which the burner screws, so that there
is no temptation to supply oil to the reservoir
while the flame is burning.
This principle
cannot conveniently be adopted with the present
three or four flat-wick burners now ordinarily
used with magic lanterns.
Sir Frederick Abel,
at the Royal Institution, spoke highly of the

safety of the burners and lamps of Messrs. J.
and Sons. The centre of the wick is
supplied with air which enters at the base of

' Defries

the lamp, and goes right up a pipe passing
through the centre of the oil reservoir. Round
omnibus which passes the
Church,
it will _ the outside of the upper part of this pipe is the
land you for the sum of twopence close to the ° Argand wick. The wick is surrounded outside
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by another tube attached

to the burner collar : | flame

represented in the cut is longer than
necessary for lantern purposes, but on turning
it down a little I could not see that the useful
portion of it for the lantern was thereby
diminished in brilliancy.
A curious thing
about these concentric flames is that they look
wick enable it to travel a little down the wick | streaky, for flame being itself transparent to
tube. There is no opening between the top of
light, the edges of each flame represented in the
the reservoir and the flame. In England flatcut look brighter than the other portions, thus
wick burners are most common ; on the Conti- | flames from a three-ring burner present six
nent round wick burners are chiefly used. One
streaks from their six outer edges.
When,
advantage of the latter for magic lantern purhowever, it is remembered that the common
poses is that they lend themselves with advantthree-wick burners now so much used in lanage to the adaptation of a properly curved and
terns present to the condenser three bright
placed reflector; they also facilitate the prostreaks separated by spaces of darkness, yet
duction of an intense light in a small space,
ordinarily give so little unequal illumination of
which is a considerable advantage when conthe screen that it rarely attracts the attention
sidered in relation to the optical system of the
of unscientific observers, it follows that if we
lantern.
Some paraffin lamps are fitted with
have six bright thin streaks in the same comappliances to increase the velocity of the supply
pass, with the spaces between them bright
of air to the flame. One way of doing this is to : Instead of dark, the Argand flames are an
increase the draught by lengthening the chimimprovement in this respect upon those given by
ney ; another plan is to employ a revolving fan,
the burners at present in use. Keeping the oil
driven at the base of the lamp by clockwork.
at one level in the burner, thus giving the wick
A third plan is to introduce a jet of steam into
no more oil-raising work than is necessary,
the upper part of the chimney, and blowing off | tends to theoretical perfection. This result is
upwards.
This plan, invented by Robert
obtained in the burner now under notice by
Lavender, has been used by Young’s Paraffin
furnishing it with oil from a reservoir made on
Oil Co. for illuminating large open spaces.
the bird-fountain principle.
An advantage of
The reason why, in this series of articles, the | such a system for the lantern would be that
Trinity House burners have received so much
the oil reservoir would be entirely outside the
attention is obvious, for when that powerful
lantern, and thereby kept cool. These burners
organisation has spent years of scientific work
are not manufactured by '[rinity House, but are
in determining how to get the greatest amount
supplied to it by different contractors, who do

this tube goes down nearly to the bottom of the
oil reservoir, and as any explosive mixture of
air and hydrocarbon vapour cannot form anywhere but at the top of the oil in the reservoir,
the flame cannot get at it, even should a faulty

of light from paraffin into the smallest possible — not proffer them to the public for sale, or at
Space, private individuals or public manufacleast did not do so at the time of my inquiries,
turers are scarcely likely to be able readily to
but who would sell them to anyone who gave
improve upon what has already been done at
them a special order. The names of the consuch cost.
Therefore I here reproduce a
tractors can probably be ascertained by an
drawing in section of the Trinity House twoinquiry sent to the chief engineer of Trinity
ring parafiin burner, which drawing was given
House.
me by Sir James Douglass a few years ago.
A three-ring Trinity House burner, as menIn this cut D E is the level of the oil, F H the
tioned in my last, requires an exceptionally
bottom of the Douglass cones
.
long and narrow chimney to draw sufficient air
conveying air to different
for the large amount of combustion going on.
parts of the outer flame, and
This chimney need not be entirely of glass, the
A B the focal plane or line
upper part could probably be of metal, with a
of greatest illumination. The
little asbestos packing between it and the top
upper orifices of these cones
of the glass chimney it encloses.
The asbestos
especially have to be truly
packing should be just tight enough to prevent
made and fixed at their
the entry of air with anything like freedom
proper levels. Their inventor
‘ between the two tubes.
This plan was sugexplained, for instance, that
gested to me by Mr. F. H. Varley. The metalif the inner cone were but
part of the chimney might be held if necessary
slightly lowered so as to
by a support on the retort stand principle.
deliver air lower down upon
Unless the parts of burners like these were
the flame, the amount of light
turved out by machinery to meet a special
would be diminished.
The
, demand, their construction would be expensive.
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HUGH
ES’
New Pattern Patent

PAMPHENGOS

LAMP.

NEARLY 3,000 SOLD.
GREAT IMPROVEMENTS.
AN INTENSELY WHITE
NO SMELL OR SMOKE!

iEa:i]|

Sectional Conoidal Glasses, Impervious to Heat
and Proof against fracture.

A

KINGSLAND

LIGHT!
PERFECT COMBUSTION!
AN EVENLY ILLUMINATED FIELD!

AL
|

eh,

The Reflector is used in its entirety, and the essential parts
are not cut away for sight holes, and being outside the
glass is not affected by the products from the consumed oil.

-

FULL VOLUME OF LIGHT AT ALL TIMES!

The perfect comiiitshion of this lamp, together with its general plan of construction, enables
it to burn perfectly at any time without the aid of dampers or chimney lengtheners, which are

evils to be eschewed.

and the lamp at once
adhered to.

The Pamphengos chimney is pulled out to its full length when first lighted,
burns with full volume without any adjusting, if directions sent are

a

Never use Tale, it only lessens the light.
Personal attention is given to every lamp in manufacturing
to insure the finest results.

PRICES.
No.

1.

Best Pamphengos

Lamp,

latest

pattern,

with

improvements

date, special brass cone, best pinions to wick tubes, also
which fall back, holding conoidal glasses, and secured
drop catch.
The cistern or reservoir is made deep to
working of the wicks. Price, complete with chimney

No. 2.
No. 3.

Pamphengos
Pamphengos

No. 1.

Best Pamphengos, with handsome

brass

fronts,

finest

Lamp
Lamp

ae
a

4 inch

ae
se

double

diameter

milled

ae
<

..
.

£1
£1

10 0
1 °0

Japanned body, elegant solid

condenser,
front

heads, or

plete case
a

es
sie

to

hinged doors,
at the revited
allow of free
£2 2 0

lens,

and
with

rotary

is

high
rack

class
and

focussing,

in com-

a
No. 2.

large
double

£6

6

0

Pamphengos,

similar to above, hand-

some
brass
fronts,
4 inch condenser,
double
combination
lens rack and double
milled heads, in com-

plete case, £4

4

0

No. 3.
Co-operative
Pamphengos, 4 inch
coudensers,
double
combination lens,

£210

0

The Universal Lantern
with

4

inch

conden-

sers,
4-wick
lamp,
patent
combination
front lenses, rack & pin-

ion incase,

£1

7

6

W. 6.“HUGHES Brewster House Wortimne Rd., Kingsland, N.
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EASTMAN’S
NIKKO
Fastman’s
tone with

Nikko

Paper combines

a highly enamelled

PAPER.

the soft effect of a platinum

surface.

or bromide

It has a slight pink tint, and is especially

recommended for those who object to the coldness of the ordinary bromide tone.

It is unsurpassed

by any paper

for large pictures.

The

expensive apparatus

required for making direct negatives is no longer necessary for large work.

Enlarge-

ments can be made from small negatives direct on to this paper.

Contact

prints or enlargements

gloss ; give bright,

on

Eastman’s

Nikko

Paper have

a superior

clear high lights, beautiful half tones, and deep rich shadows,

transparent without blackness.
NO

OTHER

PAPER
SO

GIVES
LITTLE

SUCH

PERFECT

RESULTS

WITH

RETOUCHING.

The finest tones are obtained entirely by development.
They range from a soft
erey to a rich velvety black, but, where preferred, the most beautiftil sepia tones
can be obtained.

STM

AN

Photographic Materials Co. Ltd.

A

FRANCE

115-117 Oxford Street,
LONDON, W.

[4 Place

Vendome,

Paris.

| Place Grimaldi, Nice.
ROCHESTER, N.Y., U.S.A.,
Eastman Kodak Company.
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Whether
exist

three-ring

paraffin

in the market

burners

already

in Germany I know

not,

but it is possible, flat wicks being less used
there than here.
If the Germans
already
possess them, they will not be Jong in appearing
here

inside

lanterns.

With

Argand

flames, a
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| twelve different negatives, as when once the correct exposure for a certain negative has been obtained by trial it is easy to make certain of
successful results one after another ; it would be

well if a system of exchange were organised
between different schools ; and before long pro-

properly made
and placed reflector greatly | bably some such scheme will be carried out.
increases the light without
introducing disSome kinds of slides, such as maps, diagrams,
tables, &c., may be made by tracing, drawing
advantages, except under conditions not likely
or writing what is desired with a fine pointed
to be practically encountered.
black lead pencil upon a piece of finely ground
—:0:
—
glass, and then pouring on it a solution of

The

Magie Lantern

as an

Aid in

Schools.
By Rev. T. Perxins.

(Continwed from page 118.)
Smoking is less likely to occur when the
chimney is made with a telescopic tube allowing
it to be lengthened if necessary, and great
cleanliness will prevent the unpleasant smell;
no oil must be spilled on the outside of the cistern

connected with the lamp, or, if by chance

spilled, should be carefully wiped off, and before
the lantern is put away, after the light has been
put out, the oil that remains in the cistern
should be poured back in the stock can, and the

wicks agam lighted, so that the little that remains in them may be burnt up; no charred
wick must*be

allowed

to remain

holders, and these should

on

the wick-

be carefully cleaned

with an old tooth brush and a cloth before the
lantern is put by. If these precautions are
used, results sufficiently good for most purposes
may be obtained from an oil lainp. It must be
remembered that increased brightness may be
obtained by decreasing the size of the picture,
either by bringing the lantern nearer the
screen, or by using a longer focussed lens.
Flatness of field is a great desideratum in a
lens; by a lens that gives a flat field is meant
one that will give good definition both in the
centre and at the margins of the picture at the
same time. This property is only met with in a
high degree

in the most

expensive

lenses, but

; Canada

balsam

in benzine, which

will almost

entirely obliterate the grain and render the
glass transparent.
The glass may then be
finished as usual with a ‘“ cover glags.”’
Some diagrams, such as pendulum curves,
may be traced out by the moving point, scraping
off the deposit of carbon on a shell of smoked
glass, and this may be used as a negative from
which a transparency can be made photographically by reduction.
Transparencies made from good photographic
negatives will form the majority of the lantern
slides used, and
masters of a school who
- often go for a tour during their summer holi, days will, if they have taken up the fascinating

pursuit of photography, find many opportu; nities of adding to the stock of lantern slides
Some of the boys
| belonging to their school.
: may be induced to take up the same work, or
at any rate will gladly devote part of their time
| on wet days, when out-door games cannot be
played, to making lantern slides from their
: master’s negatives, and it has been found that
this common pursuit has often drawn masters
and boys into closer and more friendly relations
to each other ; and in some cases, too, the boys
: have found the knowledge of photography thus
| acquired in a pleasant way of use to them in
after life.
Leaving this part of the subject, it may be
well to indicate some of the uses to which the
| lantern may be put in brightening school
lessons, and
rendering the teaching more

interesting and effective. Lantern slides may
some of the cheaper ones give a tolerably flat
in many cases be used instead of costly
field, and the longer the focus the more likely
we are to meet with it.
,
diagrams; a small map or engraving may be
copied by means of the camera, and from this
The lantern and other accessories having been
the lantern slide made.
This method will be of
procured, the next thing to provide will be the
slides ; slides illustrating nearly every congreat advantage when the lecturer wishes to
describe machinery, or methods of manufacture,
ceivable subject are now on the market at the
Suppose, for
rate of about 12s. adozen, but they can be made |; or other branches of industry.
at a far less cost than this. Photographic slides,
instance, the subject of the lecture was coal
mining, a map would probably be needed first
and these are undoubtedly the best, can be made
for about 2d. each when the negative has once
of all to show the distribution of the British
coalfields, such a map would be found in any
been obtained, and as it is much less costly to
then plans of the
a make dozen slides from one negative than from . treatise on the subject;
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workings and sections showing the shafts and
methods of ventilation.

All these could easily

be copied from diagrams in books, or the master

might draw them in chalk on

the black-board,

or in charcoal on paper, and photograph

them.

Tf chalk and a black-board were used, the chalk

|costumes, and the mode

of life of the inhabi-

; tants.

History is a most interesting subject when
|properly taught, but the treatment it receives
| at the hands of teachers often leaves much to be

. desired. A few pages of a text-book are set as
being employed to represent chalk lines, the : a lesson and the boys are questioned on them,
“negative” made from it might be used as the
and are expected to give dates, genealogies,
lantern _ slide.
Transparencies made from
the names of commanders, the results of battles,
negatives taken at one of the collieries would
and the fate of bills in Parliament; mere facts
show the method of working above ground, and | that willin many cases be forgotten before a
groups of the men and women employed would _ week has passed. What would make history
complete the series and give the students a
more interesting would be to make it life-like,
nore accurate idea of the work than any mere
either by taking the class to the spot where
description would do.
the great events have taken place, or, failing
In teaching geography again, the lantern may
this, by bringing accurate representations
ke profitably employed. This study, it has
of the places by means of pictures before
always been held, should begin with
the
the class.
The story of the signing of the
topography of the district, with which the boys : Magna Charta would be made more
lifeare familiar.
A six-inch-to-the-mile ordnance
like by a picture of the mead by the Thames
map in which the roads, fields and ponds, ' where John
met the Barons;
the death
- which the boys see everyday as they come to
of Becket by one of the spot, in the cathedral
school

will give them

an

idea

features are marked on maps;
knowledge

pointing

is

out

extended,

on

the

of how surface

and

instead

map

when
of

their
merely

of England,

for

instance, this or that headland, this or that
lake, we should also show them lantern slides

taken on the spot, then they would get to know
not only that Flamborough Head is in York-

shire, Land’s

Sussex,
them

End

but they

that

in Cornwall,

would

Selsey Bill in

have impressed

the first is a bold mass

on

of chalk,

that the second composed of weathered blocks
of granite, and that the third is a low spit of
sand and gravel. Again, how difticult those
chapters in geography are which attempt to
describe the vegetation of foreign lands, where
the trees belong to orders different from those
that the boys, who have rarely travelled beyond
the limits of their native land, or perhaps native
county, have seen. The animals that live in
the sandy wastes of Western Asia, or amid the
frozen snows of Arctic regions, or in the tropical
forests of South America, may have been seen

by the boys at the travelling menagerie or at
the “« Zoo,” when last they were in London,

but the youthful mind is often forgetful, and the

| where he fell, done to death by coward knights ;

a picture of the Hoe, when Drake and Hawkins
played bowls, and from which they saw “ the
gallant merchant ship full sail for Plymouth
bay ” runningin with the tidings that the sevenmile long crescent of Spanish men of war had
been sighted, would make the story more full
of life;

views

of the

Tower

would

lend

an

interest to the tale of many an unfortunate hero
or heroine of history; one of Kenilworth Castle

would bring vividly before the eyes of the class
the greatness and meanness of ‘the spacious
times of great Elizabeth.” Pictures of the noble
buildings raised in medieval days would correct
the mistaken views that boys are apt to get of
the darkness and ignorance of those days;
phototographs of the tombs of the great men
who have won renown in battle-field or council
hall, or of those who have

left their names

as

blots upon the roll of fame, on many of which
tombs their sculptured forms recline, will give
some idea of what those men in outward semblance were. Again, how much of history fails
to be understood by boys because they have no
idea of the buildings in which the men of
former

times lived?

Drawbridge,

moat,

port-

lantern pictures of the animals will refresh
cullis, machicolations, and other terms connected
their memory.
with the castle-of the middle ages, are words
A lantern picture from its very size is far
and nothing more; but a visit to a well-premore likely to give a true idea than a picture in
served castle or a photograph shown on the
a book which must of necessity be small.
lantern screen will soon put the matter right.
Views of Swiss glaciers, Norwegian fiords, and
Boys have frequently been found in inland
Indian jungles, will teach the pupils much
schools utterly unable to ‘realise the details of
about the various characters of natural scenery,
the death of Nelson from ignorance of the
and views of foreign cities will give them some | character and rigging of a battle ship ; most of
idea of the architecture and of the manners and | this difficulty would be dispelled by the sight of
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moved nearer or farther away until the density
| of the two shadows is exactly equal. Now
measure the distances between each light and
In teaching geology, also, the lantern will be
found a most valuable accessory. The principles : the stick ;square them ; divide one by the other
and you:have the relative candle power. Thus,
may be learnt from text-books, hand specimens
distance between stick and candle, 18 inches;
will give a true-idea of the character and comdistance between stick and. light, 12 feet ;
position of the rocks, but- straitigraphical
2x12.
,
:
geology can alove be learnt in the field, or by
-= 64, the candle power of the light;
means of:some accurate pictorial representation. Wx
The diagrams and wood-cuts in text-books are i or again, distance between stick and candle,
often very poor, and are often fancy sketches,
5 inches; distance between stick and light, 20 feet
not pictures of actual rock formations. Nothing
- x 2 _. £00
a
400 oe ise -- 1304 candle
5.
he
Sh
but a photograph taken under suitable lighting
25
will give an absolutely correct rendering of
power required.
nature for this purpose.
Scratched rocks,
This method of estimating the power of light
perched blocks, moraines, contorted statification,
is considercd to be sufficiently accurate for all

‘a lantern slideof the Victory
Portsmouth harbour.

as she
;

lies

in

and embedded fossils, may by lantern slides

Le

practical

purposes,

in fact, the

gas we

use

in

brought face to face with the boys in the class- : our houses is daily tested by government
A series of pictures of the same placc | officials on this principle and the companies are
room.
taken at intervals of time may exhibit changes
occasionally fined for failing to maintain the produe to the various agencies that modify the face
per standard, the limit of variation allowed being
of the earth, and sothe processes of nature may
But in comparing the light
exceedingly small.
alinost be seen at work.
for lantern work the usc of lenses is pre-supThese few subjeets have been chosen in order ' posed, and this is where the above test fails, or
to illustrate some of the ways in which the lan- ' yather is liable to mislead, the size of the light
tern may be used in class instruction, but there
having to be taken into consideration and also
are a few subjects taught in schools—pure
the distance it can be taken from the condenser.
mathematics,perhaps,excepted—which may not
For example, an electric lamp of two candle
be illustrated and rendered easier for the minds
power can be made to project as much light on
of boys to grasp by a judicious use of this
a screen as a four-wick lamp does, reckoning
The condenser,
valuable instrument.
the latter as 64 candle power.
——=107

three inches in diameter, in the former case is of

half-inch focus, and in the latter, three-inches in

focus; the light being proved to be equal by the
fact that a bromide enlargement requires the
for the Lantern.
same exposure in each case, some allowance
By C. Goopwin Noxron.
being made for the yellowness of the flame of
Ir a lanternist were asked the rclative powers | the oil lamp.. This is not a suppositious case,
of the light produced by a 4-wick lamp, a safety
the condensers of }-in. focus being in actual
and constant use.
jet, mixed jet or the ethoxyen system he would
A condenser is only able to collect the
most likely refresh his memory by consulting a :
text book or the ‘‘ Optical Lantern Catalogue ” " yays coming within a small area, which varics
of Luminous & Co., or sonic other’ well-known
according to its length of focus. All the light
outside this area is wasted and is worse than
maker, which would probably tell him that they
would be respectively : 4-wick lamp, 60 candles ; uscless, as the heat. which accompanies it is a
safety jet, 200 candles ; mixed jet, 427 candles; scrious inconvenience.

The Relative Power ofIlluminants.

Take the case of an oil lamp and short focus
It will be found that
objective and condenser.
there is considerable latitude in which the
the light himself, which is done thus:
Set. up
light can be moved either from side to side,
astick about three feet from a white surface and
or higher and lower without the disc on the>
project a shadow of it from one of the lights to
screen being effected to any great extent, but if
be compared, which should
be placed as far back
as possible.
A cahdle of standard power is ‘ the objective and condenser are of long focus
the light on the screen is considerably less than
made from sperm wax, and weighs six to the
it was, but the lamp may still be moyed conpound; it also has a wick of certain definite
size which always gives the same amount of | siderably without affecting it.
Now let a mixed jet take the place of the oil
light. A: candle of this description is lighted
lamp, and it will be found that at the slightest
and placed between the stick and the light,
cther light, 420 candles.
Or if he were of a
practical turn of mind he would proceed to test
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movement a dark shadow appears on the: opening called the glottis;
f now, in order to utter
screen. If the short focus lenses are substituted : or articulate sounds this glottis must be open ;
for the long ones there is little or no gain in ' but from a variety of causes, upon which I need
light on the screen with these as there was
not enter, the glottis will at times spasmodically
with the oil lamp. If these experiments are
close, and the speaker seems to lose control
made with a blow-through jet and a mixed one
over his vocal organs, hence what is termed
the deductions would be the same, but the ° stuttering ensues.
It then becomes necessary
differences would be less in proportion.
: that the speaker must resort to methods which
From the foregoing it may be gathered that
will open the glottis without having to wait for
the real value of the mixed jet is most apparent | the spasm to subside, so as to avoid that strainwhen pictures are to be shown at a long | ing, puffing and blowing which generally takes
distance, the area of its light being small. For
place at this time.
shorter distances the blow-through answers as
When speech has continuity, as in singing or
well—or nearly as well—as the mixed, because reciting, the glottis very rarely closes spasthe whole of it can be used, which is not the | modically, and inorder to effect a cure when
case when the long focus lenses are employed.
: speaking, it is necessary that a continuity
The colour of the light from a safety jet is be formed in the words.
not so good as that of the mixed, being
It is at words commencing with a consonant
yellowish, but this defect can be remedied to a
that this unpleasant closure invariably takes
great extent by a careful adjustment of the
place, and the greater the effort to get the
two gasses and use of a lime shield. It is particular word out, the tighter the closure fora
time.
absurd to describe any oil lamp as being equal
to the limelight.
In one sense it produces
Those who experience this difficulty, should
nearly as much light, but the area of illuminaendeavour not to let their thoughts run far in
tion being large a great deal of it never reaches
advance of their words, to take deep inspirations
the screen. as the focus of the lens cannot be
of breath, and to endeavour to inhale air at the
much shorter than 3 inches on account of the
termination of a sentence only, also to take
heat. The management of an oil lamp is far
plenty of time before commencing to speak, and
more troublesome and disagreeable than that
not to hurry out as many words as possible in a
of a safety jet with oxygen supplied from a
given time, thinking that by a continued rush
cylinder, and is not nearly so free from danger.
of words that the spasmodic closure will be
prevented.
Better speak slowly, for the fear of
stuttering will invariably bring on an attack.
To show that the state of the mind has a great
Speaking in Public.
influence on the speaker who is given to
stuttering, let him impress upon himself that
(STUTTERING AND ITS CURE.)
everyone present knows that he will stutter at
By ALEXANDER

Brown..

Maxy persons who can speak in private in a
fluent manner, find great difficulty in so doing

intervals and that they expect to hear it; he,
then, knowing that it is expected, will unconsciously avoid it, even much to his own sur-

prise ;but if the spasms do occur, he should
before an audience ; even although the subject
refrain from trying to force the word out and
upon which the person is discoursing be one with
merely say—‘‘eh,’’—a sound over which no one
which he is quite familiar.
The majority of
can stutter and which will immediatly cause the
such individuals are self-conscious, and ‘it is only
glottis to open, after which he can again proa question of time and practice for them to gain
ceed.
a mastery over themselves.
A ready means of !
If, as soon as there is any difficulty in getting
so doing is to impress upon oneeelf that he is
out a word, this sound eh be used, a continuity
speaking, as it were, to one member only of the
will be maintained which will merely appear as
audience, and that member at the far end of the
a slight drawl. However, the speaker, knowing
hall ; endeavouring for a time to try and ignore
that he is in possession of the magic key, eh,
the presence of the other individuals.
which will open the glottis, will soon be so imThere is, however, a more inconvenient phase
pressed with the fact that he has gained a
of hesitancy which arises from a totally different
mastery over his glottis, that he will be enabled
cause, and this phase is known as stuttering.
to speak with a degree of comfort and fiuency
Let us for a moment consider the action b
not before experienced by him, and in due course
which stuttering ig brought about :— At the end
no further trouble will be experienced in this
of the windpipe, near the tongue, is a narrow
direction.
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YORK'S

OPTICAL LANTERNS & SLIDES
FOR

EDUCATIONAL

PURPOSES, .

uheidie every branch of Science, as well as INTERESTING and MORAL TALES.
Many of the latter are Illustrated from Life.
SOME

LIFE

OF

OUR

SETS, 1893-94.—Chicago Exhibition, Chicago City, Stockholm, Canary and Madeira, Vienna, Christiania, Ceylon, London to Greece,
Athens and the Pirzus, Cities of North Italy.
MODEL

NEW

SETS.—Musical

Box, Suit

of Black, Dotheboys

Hall, The Haunted

Smithy, Death of Paul Dombey.
COMIC SETS.—Faithless Nelly Gray, Fidgetty Phillip, Catastrophe, Slipping Slides,
Adventures of Mr. Snapshot, etc., etc.

THIRTEEN

MEDALS

AWARDED

FOR

EXCELLENCE

Lists for ensuing Season now ready, and may be had from all the leading Opticians, Photo Dealers and Chemists.

Wholesale Prices

YORK

&

SON,

on Application.

67, Lancaster
LONDON,

Road,

W.

Notting

Hill,

IF YOU WISH TO KNOW
1.—What focus of lens is required to produce a certain size of disc, at a given distance ;
2.—What size of disc can be produced by a lens of given focus at a stated distance ;
3.—What distance a lantern must be from the screen to produce a certain sized disc with a lens of
given focus;

READY
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223d.
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HMRENCH

(On Cardboard)
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TAYLOR

BROS.,

IT
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FORA
TABOR

By J. HAY TAYLOR.
LID
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56, Chancery
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BOX.

Lane, London,

W.C.
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The Popular “Onward” Lantern Slides
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_,,
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- - ing drink to children.
.
The same old Serpent

Little Flo

=

=

Netta's Rabbit Plain
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A Wholesome Meal -

+ Tim’s First Speech-
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|,

Drawings
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each,

etc.
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6

_,
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7
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nett.

Clergymen, Schools and Philanthrophie Societies specially catered for.

LOANED

FROM

1s. per

DOZ.
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Ss.

per

100.

er
LANTERNS
OF
EVERY
DESCRIPTION.
me
Oxygen and Hydrogen Gas in Cylinders always in| Stock. All HeGUISHICS for Lanternists,

The

Full List and details of Slides, and “Trade supplied at

ONWARD

124

&

OPTICAL

LANTERN

126, Portland
WHOLESALE AND

ASK

YOUR

DUPLEX
PERFECT

DEPOT,

St., Manchester.
RETAIL.

OPTICIAN

FOR

REGUULATOR
desta

gia dite tecaee

OXYGEN

CYLINDERS

Speciality from

ALL SIZES IN STOCK.

CHLORATE OF POTASH,

Valves and Fittings,

Patentee of the Bourdon Safety Gauge.

CYLINDERS

FILLED

Patentee of the Bourdon Safety Gauge.

WHILE

Manufacturer—A.
28,

BARTLETT’S

BUILDINGS,

CUSTOMER
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CLARKSON,
HOLBORN

CIRCUS,

LONDON.
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I had my oil lamp in readiness and was able in a few
minutes to go on with the exhibition), I tried a portable
gasometer made by the maker of the four barrel Saturator
on the principle of one in Clhadwick’s book on the lantern,
which I fouud reliable and a great saving in potash. The

AUSTRALIA.

gasometer is practically the same as in Chadwick's book,
(1'o the Editor.}

Dear

Sir,—As

a subscriber

to your valuable

little

Journal since the beginning of the second Volume I wish

to add my quota to the many words of praise you are
daily receiving in its favour, and to acknowledge the
great boncfits I have received from w careful perusal of
its pages. It is a pleasure to bring it under the notice of
Lanternists with whom I come in contact. After reading
all that I could come across in books and in your pages
on the subject of Saturators, I decided to try the ether
light, as being the most convenient and as requiring less
apparatus than the other forms of limelight. I purchased

one of Scott's ‘‘ Warm Air Saturators’’ and found it extremely good for single lanterns, but not much use for
dissolving.
I succeeded in dissolving with it at one
entertainment for an hour and a half, and had put
through the whole of the slides in the lecture, except
five, when I had the “pops’’ about which so much
has been written in your Jourval.
I must say they were
startling enough both to myself and the audience, they
being the first I had had up to that time.
The oxygen
supply was promptly cut off--the gas in the Hall
relighted— the audience being quickly reassured as to the
absence of danger, but thoy had had enough for that
evening.
I agree with many of your correspondents that even
“pops” would be @ great source of danger with a
crowded audience, but I believe it possible to use the
Saturator for dissolving and not have the ‘“ pops,” as I
am of opinion that I could now use it under the same
conditions as on that evening and not have the ‘ pops,’
for this reason : When dissolving, a short time previous

to the pops, the lime in the ‘off"' lantern continues

in-

candescent with the gas from the Bye Pass, and I had to

put the brass shutter in front of the objective to shut off
the picture in the “off” lantern.
I now know that when
these conditions commenced the gas was getting dan-

gerous, and that I should have shut off one of the lanterns
and continued the exhibition with a single one, and by
this means I would have avoided fhe pop. I believe the
warm air Saturator perfectly safe and reliable with a
single lantern.
=
Previous to commencing its use I never had any
experience of the limelight in any form, but by following
the directions given, I found no difficulty in working it,
even on the first time I tried it.
I have never had a
pop when using it with asingle lantern.
I had the
small size (23 hours) one, but fancy that with the larger
one it would he possible to dissolve for a two hours exhibition without any danger of ‘‘ pops,’ as to my mind the

small size does not contain sufficient ether to thoroughly

saturate the gas passing through it during a two hours
exhibition, my principal reason for this being that I am

now using a four barrel Saturator made in the colony
and I have never had the slightest approach to a pop,
though I have used it for dissolving with a biunal
over a dozen times and I know the maker has used one of
the same kind for over two years, using it two or three
times a week, without having a pop. It contains, when
fully charged, about 2lbs. ether. The gas going through
the four barrels, each being about twelve inches long, gets
thoroughly saturated with vapour, which I believe to be
the reason of its working so well.
This climate being so
hot, is very trying on gas bags, and having had one burst
during an exhibition and let all my gas out (fortunately

and is a square one, the principal difference being in the
apparatus for generating the gas.
In the tank I have
three retorts made of sheet iron (each holding 3} ]b, of Pot.
Chlor. Cryst. and 40z. Manganese),which are coupled toa

piece of brass tubing that is connected
the tank with a length of rubber tubing.

to the inlet of

Previous to the entertainment a retort of gas is made
yeady for use, the spent retort is disconnected and

another, ready charged, put in its place.
You have now
got the tank full of gas, and three retorts connected
together ready for making ; all that requires to be done
being to light a spirit stove and place it under the first
retort (when the gas in the tank is nearly exhausted), and
in two or three minutes the gas will

begin

to

come off,

and very soon your tank will be full again when you
blow out the spirit stove and place it under the next retort ready for relighting when

This apparatus is extremely

you require more gas.

convenient to use, and in

countries where cylinders of oxygen are not easily
obtainable, the most satisfactory that I have read about
or seen; and for climates like this country or India a very

long way superior to bags.
:
The lantern is not used go largely here as it might
should

be, and

as

a form

of entertainment

or

is looked

down upon, chiefly through the inferior quality or class
of entertainment given by many of the travelling lanternists of days gone by. Things arc better, however, than

they were five or ten ycars ago, the class of entertainment is very much better and the light better also. One of
the great difficulties in the way of getting better slides
and apparatus, is that we have to pay a duty of fifteen
per cent. on lanterns, apparatus and slides, which is a
heavy handicap, especially in the matter of getting fresh
slides.
I am going to try and start an amateur lanternist
association in the colony, principally for the interchange
of slides. Most lanternists have different sets, and by
having an association of members and keeping a list of
the slides which cach have, and which he would be prepared to hire to other members of the association at a
small charge for, say, one or two

months, by this means

each member would be able to get fresh sets ata nominal
rate, instead of using the same few scts over and over
again, as at present. This, I believe, would be the means
of greatly popularising the lantern here. I might say that I
inquired the rate of the hire of a set of slides for one
night from the only business firm in Queensland that
carries a stock for hire, and they wanted 27s. for the hire
of a set of fifty coloured slides for one night, which, you
will readily see, was beyond the pockets of most lanternists for hiring, hence the effort to start the above
association.
I remain, dear sir, yours truly,

Queensland.

THE

_ W. J. McCULLOCK.

INVENTION

OF THE

DISSOLVING

VIEWS.

(To the Ivditor.]

Sir,—Replying

to the

various

correspondents

who

have honoured me by noticing my letter in your issue of
May last, they will find my avswer contained herein.
The evidence I submit for their and your readers’ consideration they will be able to verify for themselves. °
I would point out to Mr. Wilkic that it was not I that
questioned who did the paintings for the late Poly-

technic.

I merely

hinted

that special

artists

were
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employed to execute the designs, and he has since
acknowledged that I was correct. I can perfectly understand his distaste for dates, but I, being enlya ‘‘ nebulus
hypothesis,"' am perforce obliged to employ the same.
To be brief, Mr. Wilkie and Mr. Hill, in April, May, and

June numbers, claim that the latter gentleman, in 1846,

in conjunction with Mr. Childe, did invent the dissolving
fan used in front of the objectives, and that before that
date there was no such thing as dissolving, as we now
understand it. In support of this statement they give
two dates—one 1846, mentioned above; and the other
1832, when Mr. Hill informs us ‘he was very much

about.’’ As this is rather vague, it would be interesting
to your readers to know what age this phrase expresses.
There is no doubt Mr. Wood is well-informed in the
ti and hehe is
i corroborated by the
he “EB neyclopedia
lopedia
matter,
Britannica, ninth edition, page 213, which states:
‘‘ Dissolving views were invented by Childe, who employed two lanterns side by side, with tin fan in front
for dissolving.
First exhibited in 1811.
Mr. Kerr, of
31, Fulham Park Gardens, S.W., acontemporary of Mr.

Childe, says: ‘Mr. Guy, at Vauxhall Gardens, in 1840,
was using two lanterns side by side, with the dissolving

fan in front of the objectives.
Also at the Adelaide
Gallery’ in 1842, the same kind of apparatus was in use.”’
The Magazine of Science for 1843 gives a description,
with

illustration, of the

lanterns

then

in use

at the

Polytechnic Institution, showing the fan in front of the
objectives.
This book I have in my possession, and,
acting on the advice of Mr. Harrison, I have pleasure in
forwarding the same, together with play-bills referred to

in my first letter, under separate cover, if you will kindly
take charge of them for a fortnight, that any of your
readers that are interested may inspect them.
I am, sir, yours obediently,
SUUM CUIQUE.
{On page 129 we reproduce the sketch of the lantern
mentioned above, and shall have pleasure in showing to
anyone

—

interested

and 1839.

the

play-vills

alluded

to, of

1832,

These will be on view for a fortnight.—

D.]
—

Notes

0. ——

and

slides?

Edmund Stirling.—Thanks for letter.
Amateur.—(1) Draw any geometrical

design and make
it in duplicate upon glass, colour both precisely the
game, insert them in the frame face to face. (2) The
glasses are kept in position in the framsa by “ jump
rings.”
(3) You can obtain suitable colours from
Bernard & Son, of Berner’s Street, W.

Geo. Kelly asks if it is possible to tint lantern photo' graphic slides by ‘“dabbing*’ only, and without the
application of a brush. Answer.—We havo seen some
very pleasing effccts tinted in the manner you mention.
Jet.—The jet is evidently an old one, although it may
to all appearances be new.
The connection of the

lime pin, and the rod for turning the lime, is a spiral

spring, this; style is, we believe, not now made, as the
spring had an awkward habit of getting a set so that if
the lime were slightly turned [it would jump back again to
the original position.
H.T.—If£

used

with bottles, quite as safe; and

if in

experienced hands, the light obtainable is as good, but
we will not say better, than the form you mention.
T, McAllister.—(1) No lantern dealer has yet taken
this matterup.
You might perhaps be able to obtain
one by writing to Trinity House Workshops (near you).
Jas. Hardy.—The double reflection in the mirror you
speak of is caused by one from the frout aud the other
from the back surfaco of the glass.

Queries.

teply.—Procure

Contact Printer writes :— When making contact slides,
which is the better plan, a strong light and short exposure, or a somewhat subdued light and a longer
exposure?
<Answe.—The latter.
A.G.B.—You will find much of the iuformation you
enquire about if you obtain the annual report of the
Y.M.C.A.
You can get'it at Exeter Hall, Strand, W.C.,
' for one shilling. With regard to your other query, the
usual method is to select your route and send an advance
ahead to make pensrally.
all arrangements, post bills, and
|| agent
noise thasufiai@abroad

(2) See sketch in this issue,

G. Bovine.—Try rubbing a little blacklead at
of the carrier where there is friction; if this
answer use sandpaper and afterwards blacklead.
B.J. asks how he can cut circles, oval, and
shapes from paper, ou a small scale, for making
lantern

M.—You can obtain the copy of the Patent Specification for 8d,
S. Winch.—We make no charge for auswering queries,
but we like correspondents to send them as early before
the 24th of the month as possible.

the parts
does not
cushion
mats for

shapes of the desired

sizes, consisting of a plate of brass from which the centre
has been cut out, place the paper on a sheet of glass,
then the shape upon this, and with one sweep of a wheel
cutter cut the piece out.
Some time ago Messrs.
Thomas & Co., of Pall Mall, were agents for a shape by
means of which several different sizes could be cut out.
You will find particulars of this article in this journal
for August, 1890, and also « full-sized sketch of same.

Ignorant asks: '‘ If I obtain a large diameter lens will
it give me a larger picture than one of smaller diame-

ter?'’ Answer.—The diameter of the lens has nothing
to do with the size of the picture projected.
If two
lenses of the same focus, but of different diameters, were

used they would produce images of exactly the same size;

but (according to the relative sizes) more

light would

pass with the larger diameter, consequently the picture
projected by it would be brighter than the other, but

both pictures would be the same size.

Withers, junr.—We

are

quite unable

to follow

your

meaning, you write as if we understood all about what
you were trying to do.
You simply say, ‘‘I invend
fitting a spiral spring on a portion of my lantern; if you
can tell me the best method to keep it in place, I shall
be obliged.”
If you say where it is to be and how you
want it to act, ve may perhaps be able to aid you.
W.S.—(1) The Continental firm may be all right, but
sometimes there is great difficulty in suing for payment.
(2) We do not know the size of the largest sheet of

tracing paper obtainable.

Can any of our readers inform

us ?
Operator writes: “My sight has of late been getting
very defective, and when manipulating the lantern I am
compelled to use spectacles ; these cnable me to attend to

everything round about me, but I am a little uncertain
about getting the picture sharply focussed on the screen,
Gan you suggest anything, for lam afraid of losing my
appointment as operator at ——-——.”
dnswer—Keep
a pair of opera glasses lying beside the lantern and use
them as occasion arises.

A. Donelly,—Your pictures are under-exposed and
over-developed.
J Rumsey.i—We made a slight alteration in your
copy, which replies to your question.
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AND
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BEST

COLOURING
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ONLY.

& CO.,

Our Catalogue contains over 1000 Subjects, illustrating

the Bible History from cover to cover.
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selected

with
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care

from

All the pictures
the

works

HOLMESID

of | Telegrams,

the greatest
ancient
and modern
Masters;
and
the texts (numbering about 200 additional slides) carefully
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who has also
m
ae
<i

otographic
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2 Help ’ declaresBaethis to7 be “‘ Much
:
:
cad
t
sive of any series of pictures yet prepared.”
Catalogue,

post free, on

BROS., Ane
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Osborne

St. City,
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to Her Majesty

ESTABLISILED 1859
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:

Apparatus,
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miscellaneous
property.

to
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Cc. ©.

CO.,

“ Refulgent”

Lantern

Manafacturer of High-class Lanterns & Accessories,

the Queen. H.R.H.
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VEVERS’

NEW

SLIDE

CARRIER,

(Patent applicd for.)
A double registering Carrier which
automatically
raises
the slide
out of the frame,

Lamps.

after

exhibition,

thus
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Microscopes.

Wright's Oxygen-Hydrogen Jets with “ Pringle cut off."
The

“Miniature”

The

Triple

Lanterns, The" Scientists”

Rotating

Electric

Lantern,

to

VEVERS,

By Special Appointmeit
To The Royal Institution of Great Britain, and the Science and Art
Department, &c.,
SOLE MAKERS OF

The Patent

every

Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, London.

GLASGOW,

The Prince of Wales, The Admiralty, The War Department,
Indian and Foreign Governments.

Wright's

and

R. J.C, STEVENS begs to announce that he holds Bales of the
M
above, every Friday, at half-past twelve precisely, at his great
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Scientific Instrument
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LONDON.
Lantern Slide Binding Clamp, 1s., postage 3d.
Vever's Lantern
“Optical Projection,” 2nd Edition, by Tents Wnricat. A complete
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Lime-Light

LENSES.

Jets,

,

sels Retail & Export, direct from the Maker.

| Condensers
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Compound for Enlarging
Optical Lantern.
5
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T
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Special
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Blow-through
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STOCKS’ COMPACTUS LANTERN |
Fitted with his PATENT
EXTRA
POWERFUL
OIL LAMP, ana IMPROVED
LENSES, giving|
great Flatness of Field.
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Northern

Major
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43

LENSES

Best English Make, giving superb definition
and flat field, in rack mount, 18s. 6d.
In Interchangeable Mounts, 35s.
Large Size for long focus, 45s
can

Any

be had in matched pairs or threes tor dissolving effects
without extra charge.
lenses sent on three days approval.

of these

A High-class

ingenuity displayed by you in
the construction of the Lamp
Reflector, RAOK
and
PINION
“) CHIMNEY,
&c., all combining
to produce suth an admirable
result.
certainly reflects bpon
you the greatest credit.”

Inventor,

LANTERN

These

unhesitatingly

prononnce it to be by far .the
BEST OIL LAMP & LANTERN
I have yet seen; the skill and

W. STOCKS,

riple Condensers

12/6 16/6 18)25/' Single Lenses to replace broken ones at half the above
prices.

KUREE,

°
ROVVN,
13, OSSULSTON ST., LONDON. N.W,

Z

4a

FoR Lone Focus.
Price each

“10s.

&é fish,
fi

best make

4}

4

or

Single Lantern, complete,
with above, £3 12s.

fitted

C.GOODWIN NORTON,
: 38, Marchmont

St., London, W.C.

STEREOPTICONS.
Gas Making Apparatus,
Our Speciality for 1893

WORLD'S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION

LANTERN SLIDES
i We Manufacture, Import & Deal
Write for Catalogue
Mention
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